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Techniques of Business Forecasting

Background for ManagementAccounting Techniques
by ERIC L. KOHLER
of the year it is customary to give warning of the adjustment
A a young graduate
must make before being acclimated to the hard facts
T THIS TIME

of life facing him in the business world. For some, the transition from books to
job will have been eased by a brief period of apprenticeship. But a big gap
remains: an ideological one. What has been taught and learned must now be
adapted to the kind of mental processing necessarily associated with a world
of action.
It has been my good fortune to be able to follow an active professional life
and at the same time participate more or less continuously in the educational
process that has been designed to prepare students for the accounting profession.
I have always been impressed and much concerned with the very real existence
of these often disparate worlds. Accounting cases and business games in which
students now participate during their academic days succeed only in scratching
the surface of reality. Some will say that this situation reflects the natural hiatus
between the academician and the practitioner; others, that this is an area in
which controversy predominates: an area whose exploration is possible only after
one has been able to conceive the public interest as it affects business, and to
establish for himself a code of business and professional ethics that he can live
with; still others will say that the gap is attributable to an academic reticence,
amounting almost to an inhibition, to put the practical world in its place.
It is quite possible that all these hypotheses have germs of truth in them but,
regardless of the cause, the gap continues to exist. Along with many other practitioners, I have often felt that we have not done enough about it. In public
accounting and in many business organizations, training courses, staff lectures
and rotation programs are necessarily limited to the procedures relating to the
organization's particular field of interest; these efforts rarely penetrate to the
basic problems we face in accounting today.
This is a subject- matter of such colossal range that a single article would be
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inadequate for the presentation of even an outline of what this coverage implies.
My remarks will be confined to the ways in which a beginner might be introduced to some of the current problems in accounting.
Recently, I was able to take advantage of an offer to spend an evening with
three June graduates with master's degrees in accounting from two of our mid western institutions and, by leading their questions as best I could to these indicated areas, I found four hours all too short a period for the kind of explanations these men seemed to need. I found, too, that in answering their questions
I had sharpened my own views on the problems these subjects carry with them.
Our conversations opened with this question: where are some of these ideas
in accounting taking us, particularly those in which this Association has shown
the most interest during the last few years?
The Span of Management
It was agreed that, taking the viewpoint of the accountant, we should consider what the word "management" has come to mean. It seemed necessary
to bring in, at this point, a little historical perspective.
"Scientific management" was the term applied by Taylor, Gantt, the Gilbreths,
and other engineers in the early part of the century to their efforts to improve
the productivity of the worker. As we now view their activities, and this the
classrooms did not reveal, they had little or no knowledge of accounting potentials, and only a secondary interest in what was going on at the top of the administrative process. Their techniques were revolutionary and had far - reaching
effects but their approach was from the "bottom up," a "frog's -eye" point of
view. "Administration" was a sacred, unexplored precinct within which the
"big boss" functioned in mysterious, highly individual ways that were open
neither to question nor to analysis. The "big- boss" idea was a survival from an
era of small business financed by - personal fortunes. He was successful, all too
often in spite of himself, in a rapidly expanding economy that yielded him generous profit margins, but he was typically unfitted for transferring his skills to
publicly owned, large -scale enterprise featured by constantly changing methods,
products, prices, world outlook, and narrowing profit margins, and by a many faceted responsibility to outsiders. Accelerated by such factors as World
War II, inflated costs, the growth of both domestic and foreign competition,
and the increase in the size and complexity of business operations, the conversion to modern ideas of management has been a rapid one. The concept of the
all -wise, all- powerful "big boss" has given way to that of the skilled administrator who dispenses policies, delegates authority to scarcely less skilled
6
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subordinates, and makes decisions based in large measure on factual information supplied by a controller. He and his subordinates are often characterized
as a "management team" in order to lend emphasis to the coordinated effort they
must put forth.
The most striking change in modern as compared with "scientific" management has been the development of the techniques of shared authority. By
strengthening and elaborating on the idea of "line" functions, what we once
regarded as pure staff function has largely disappeared. This vertical-coordination concept of management now very largely predominates.
Organizational excellence is also no longer conceived as an exclusive output
of the profit motive; the problems and potentials of organization are now recognized as being much the same everywhere. People working together require
dynamic leadership and direction, clear differentiations in their duties, and satisfaction arising both from the exercise of individual skills and from joint accomplishments.
Leadership in the management art has meant many things, ranging from the
notion of a person of magnetic qualities who is able to sway others to his point
of view, regardless of its merits, to the abstraction that management is now on
the way of becoming. Direction implies authority; authority requires the existence of broad powers which in government are known as law and and in the
commercial world as top policy, forward planning and performance reviews.
The objective is the same: to spell out the purposes of the organizational effort
and to provide a framework of cooperation for the practical, everyday conduct
of the organization's affairs.
It is sometimes said that today's management in government executes laws,
and today's business leadership executes policies. But management qua management does not create laws or policies: these are the end products of governing bodies; in our national constitution, for example, elaborate precautions
were taken to ensure the separation of law making and law enforcement. We thus
have legislatures and governors, synods and bishops, boards of directors and
presidents. Since World War II an extraordinary amount of attention has been
given to a deeper exploration of the management concept as applied to business
organizations where the separation of policy and administration had previously
been confused. Much has emerged on the meaning and seemingly endless ramifications of management— textbooks, university departments, executive training
projects, refresher programs, industry -wide conferences, firms of management
consultants, management- services staffs in public accounting firms, professional
management bodies, and even management retreats attuned to the higher things
of life.
OCTOBER. 1967
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Accountants tend to look at management, not as a person or group, but as
a symbol of top- executive authority: the source and means of enforcement of
controls that make possible the orderly conduct of business.
Management Policy
As commonly understood, the top policy in business originates with the board
of directors; it is enforced by top management; its purpose is to spell out relations with the public, general operating methods, the character of the corporate
ouput, labor relations, pricing standards, executive compensation, retirement
schemes, and other nonroutine measures of major importance to the character
and good conduct of the establishment. Without enforcement, a policy cannot
be said to exist; it is no more than a pious utterance or, at most, an inwardly
directed, often ineffective plea for compliance.
As I suspected, my student visitors had developed a special interest in policy.
They asked a number of pointed questions. For example, what of the recent
testimony before the Senate monopoly subcommittee; can formal corporate policy
be anything more than window - dressing? The board chairman of one of the
country's industrial giants had testified that the price- rigging activity of a vice president was a "violation of clear, written company policy" and that he had not
known it was taking place. The most charitable comment that one can make
to a student of management accounting, under such circumstances, is that something was lacking in the company's system of internal control, including its program of internal audit. It is, of course, well known that in many instances internal auditing has not yet reached its full stature. But perhaps one would not be
too rash in assuming that, in the case of two well -known companies, at least,
the public interest will now require that the range of their internal auditors'
probings extend. to the testing of both sales and purchasing policies and that
the external auditors' examinations reach into areas of corporate conduct not heretofore deemed to be within the scope of their activities. Probably in no other
area of corporate management, and this can be said generally, have internal controls been so seriously neglected.
To repeat: the extracurricular lesson learned here was that rigorous policies
of business conduct are necessary and do exist, but that a polity unenforced is
no policy at all.
Management and Accounting
Who originates accounting policy and who enforces it? The origins of ac8
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counting policies, one finds in practice, are usually threefold. Some arise from
external influence: requirements of the SEC, the stock exchange, tax laws, and
our national accounting associations. Others can be traced to management. But
the bulk of accounting policies are the controller's, as approved, often indirectly,
by the company's top executive. And, of course, occasionally one can trace accounting policies to the board of directors.
Whatever the immediate source, carefully framed accounting policies are the
order of the day. When the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950
was under consideration by the Congress twelve years ago—an act that has set
the present pace of accounting and auditing for all agencies of the Federal government —many leaders in business and in our profession testified that the responsibility for good accounting in any organization must always be placed on
the organization's head. This responsibility, though long recognized, has eluded
the textbooks.
Without the devices made possible by accounting, today's concept of manage ment would never have reached its present level. This appeared to be clearly
understood by my visitors, but they had not learned it from textbooks. Some
textbooks on management still in use do not get even contain the words "accounting," "controller," or "budget." Yet the techniques of accounting have
made possible wide delegations of authority within an organization by means
of the technical improvements in budgeting, cost controls, and reporting that
have emerged since World War II.
Equally important to the recording of past events, measuring work done, and
explaining variance of actual from planned costs, has been the constantly expanding participation of the accountant in management's projection of the course
of future events. Some of us have recently been using the term, forward accounting, as a cover for the large and important roles accounting now so often
plays in management's planning of operating specifications, budgeting, prospective pricing, the setting of product standards, changes in plans, delegations
of authority, and reporting. So different and highly specialized are some of the
techniques now associated with these management functions, that forward
accounting might well stand as a description of the accountant's newer involvements, and as a collection point for materials for student use that would expand
the treatment of these techniques in our current texts on budgeting.
The Initiative of Accountants
Should the accountant be the servant of management, furnishing the information that seems to be demanded of him, or should he feed management with reOCTOBER. 1961
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ports of his own choosing? It seems hardly necessary to point out that neither
of these alternatives is a fair expression of the accountant's function. He should
work with management in supplying what management thinks it can put to
good use, even though this may involve radical changes in existing, commonly
accepted reporting practices.
But the accountant nowadays has a further, subtler duty in his relations with
management. From time to time he must experiment on his own in his reporting methods, making use, for example, of some of the devices set forth in the
publications of this Association. These experiments may be made in such varied
fields as condensed financial statements, the abbreviation of dollar amounts to
significant figures, the substitution of first -of- the -month flash reports for statements requiring laborious, time - consuming preparation, weekly cash -flow statements and moving projections of cash flows for several succeeding weeks or
months, cost analyses of operating segments of the business compared with available industry statistics and accompanied with explanations of variances, and so
on. The experimentation can often be continuous, and where the accountant
believes he has hit upon something of special value he should take pains to convey his belief to the designee of the report.
In his communications with management, the accountant must be sure that
his reports are understood; if they are not, he should abandon them, or patiently
explain their intended function if he is convinced they are not dispensable. It
is an accepted part of his job these days to educate management —and this applies even to the highest echelons —as to its need for and use of reports. It has
been my experience that management often does not know what kind of financial information it wants and what kind it should absorb or put to use. In such
cases an accountant of imagination and tact is required.
Compartments of Accounting
My visitors raised the question of an apparently special meaning associated
with management accounting, a term that they had been using in contrast with
financial accounting and cost accounting. They had been told that financial
accounting is concerned with the recording and external reporting of a concern's
transactions, an activity normally carried on in its general offices; that management (or administrative) accounting deals with the processes associated with
the conduct of daily operations: budgeting, the creation and management of reserves, and internal auditing and reporting; and that cost accounting embraces
the design and operation of factory cost systems, the establishment of cost or activity centers and of cost units, the determination and interpretation of unit
10
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costs, overhead distribution and other spreads of expense, and the analysis, reporting, and interpretation of cost behavior.
The answer here seemed to be that our traditional concept of the separability
of accounting functions, always involving shadowy distinctions, is being displaced by the growing conviction that all accounting activities should be articulated parts of a single process in which management at all levels participates,
and that the determination of the basic yields of the accounting system is an
area of interest in which top management deserves to play an even larger part.
Cost systems, at one time operated independently of —and often in conflict with
— financial accounting, are in modern practice integrated with other accounting
activities, the whole being subject to a common set of concepts. The effort now
is to bring together into a consistent whole the once loose ends of operational
organization and control, and to maintain an external outlook wholly congruous
with this new internal look. Financial accounting has become a mere recapitulation of administrative or management accounting, which in turn is taking over
and reshaping the province of cost accounting.
The Present Meaning of Cost
Cost in a business enterprise can be pictured as a continuous outgo of money
or money's worth for some purpose associated with profit- making. It begins with
its exchange for goods or services, and ends —there are a few exceptions —with
its recognition as expense and its consequent absorption by income. If it attaches to particular items of product we have direct costs and unit costs; if we
are considering prospective costs we may speak of standard costs and budgeted
costs, the latter including both fixed and flexible elements; and if we are thinking in terms of organizational delegations of authority, we may speak of responsibility or activity costs. When these apparently diverse concepts are taken together, the result, without well - disciplined carefully coordinated policies, can
appear (and occasionally does) as a maze of costs, conflicting classifications, and
divergent ideas as to when the recognition of costs as expense should occur.
The Unity of Cost Concepts
The next question of my visitors, the last we will consider here, is an all important, wide- ranging one that touches on the apparent confusion which freewheeling excursions into the cost realm have led us. This question was: is
there any present trend in the direction of a unified concept of cost? The answer
was and is "yes;" but it is somewhat hesitantly and painfully emerging. To anOCTOBER, 1961
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swer this question comprehensively, we were obliged to consider it in two parts:
the movement away from unity and the movement toward unity. Characteristic
of the former are the following:
"Lifo" and inventory profit
Accelerated depreciation
Fixed -asset revaluations
Leveling adjustments
Present recording of future obligations
"Lifo." The advocacy and practice of "lifo" is beginning to be recognized
as a major divergence from the orderly application of accounting concepts. Competition between sellers, as well as the assumptions of those who accept operating responsibilities for making sales, obligate management to think in terms of
disposing of its oldest product, and hence its oldest costs, before its newest
acquisitions and their costs. One does not buy tomorrow what he sells today.
Because of the unwillingness of the Congress to permit so odd a concept as "lifo"
to be endorsed by including it in the Internal Revenue Code and in tax returns
without its expression in external reports, "lifo" has found its way into a limited number of books of account; and, in numerous individual instances, the
avoidance of income tax has been measured in millions. Where "lifo" has been
applied, I am sure I am not alone in feeling that the resulting understatements of
both assets and net income have not only impaired the meaning of financial statements; they have also dealt a serious blow to the orderly development of management accounting. A number of the more ebullient "lifo" enthusiasts, in designating the excess of inventory cost over the debased "lifo" cost as "inventory
profit," have attempted to identify that excess with the use of the same term
by compilers of gross national product, apparently not realizing that the latter
have had as their purpose the removal of interfirm profit from the whole production sector of the economy: an operation performed on that sector, resembling
the elimination of intercompany profit from inventories of affiliated corporations.
Fixed -asset revaluation and depreciation. The urge for developing tax- saving
schemes has naturally led to larger deductions for depreciation, at least for tax
purposes, and to pressures in all directions for the recognition of current values
for fixed assets as a depreciation base and in financial reporting. Proponents of
substantial- depreciation- now - and - little- depreciation -later methods of calculation
have hoped that the Congress, which in their opinion has lagged in recognizing
the cogency of current values, would ultimately yield to the plea that the depreciation base, reduced to absurdly low levels through excessive provisions in early
years, be raised in time to avoid higher "takes" in taxes in later years.
Present recognition of future obligations. Where high depreciation rates have
been applied for tax purposes, but normal depreciation rates have been used in
12
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financial reporting, some accountants regard the saving in tax as a liability to be
paid in a future period and hence an item to be accrued in current reports. There
are numerous other situations, too — future pensions, bonuses, possible losses from
self- insured risks, future inventory declines, higher property- replacement costs —
where accountants have created provisions for future liabilities. In some instances additions to the reserves have been regarded as current expense; in others,
as reductions of retained earnings.
It was here that my small group was able to supply the answers against the
accrual of such tax amounts: First, the liability is too remote, being dependent
on the continuance of current tax rates, on the amount and character of future
income, and on various factors at present unknown. Second, if a consistent treatment is followed, the accrual will be replaced in later years by similar accruals
on assets then acquired, thus resulting in the possibility of a more or less fixed
reserve for all time. Third, a corresponding amount of assets will be accumulated
in the business as an offset but, without funding, the uses to which these assets
are put will be limited to purposes related to the reserve. Finally, a more reasonable substitute for any present reserve would be to include provisions in
short- or long -range budget planning for any actual liability involved, just as
other expenses, foreseeable and unforeseeable, must be planned for and paid.
The reserve categories one may frequently observe preceding net worth in published corporate reports have been mostly of the growing variety and thus contingent rather than actual: contingent, that is to say, on complete liquidation of
the company —a prospect never, of course, recognized in the balance sheet of a
going enterprise.
The significance of these divergencies. The task of appraising for the students
the sense of some of our current accounting practices was not a wholly pleasant
one. By classifying the more radical of these divergent valuation schemes as
having their principal justification in savings of income tax, and in branding
the carefully elaborated arguments (conspicuous for the pros and for the usual
complete absence of the cons) as mere sophistries, there was some danger of
undermining the faith of these men in accounting, at least as an independent,
self- consistent art, capable of standing on its own two feet. In the classroom
they had been taught to believe in it as such.
But there was some slight reward in observing the relief these young men felt
in viewing the possibility that accounting could readily be restored to its original
consistency if the practices in question could be classed as special - purpose, self serving outgrowths. They had already been impressed with the break that these
divergencies had caused in the concepts growing out of the logical flow of controlled transactions through an enterprise. Their conclusions had been clouded,
OCTOBER, 1961
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however, by the fact that these schemes had in varied ways been promoted by
professional societies which presumably should have been expected to act with
some degree of objectivity.
Because of the practice of not disclosing in published reports the excess of inventory cost over its " lifo" valuation, or of accumulated depreciation over normal allowances, or of reserves over liabilities that are to be paid from currently
existing assets, the general effect of these practices cannot be truly measured.
However, it is safe to say that, in many cases, the resulting accumulation of cash
funds has stimulated acquisitions of collateral enterprises and even enterprises
wholly unrelated to the original purposes of the purchaser. Of equal importance
in certain known instances has been the encouragement given to the maintenance of high price levels in the face of improvements in production methods
and lower unit costs; but without more information than that currently available,
no industry-wide effects on prices can be assumed.
If accountants can be convinced that historical accounting and forward accounting are each subject to its own set of concepts and standards, even though
closely related, a good deal of the current confusion would be eliminated. We
need historical accounting for both internal and external reporting. If we
simplify our recording procedure by taking the "isms" out of it and so wind up
with an earned- surplus account more nearly related to contra liquid assets, the
reader of financial statements can then add and subtract as he pleases and at
his own peril. Through footnotes and attached commentaries the accountant can
furnish a variety of additional information that will make possible interpretations
suited to the fancy of such a reader.
Standard Costing, Direct Costing and Budgeting
My companions in these conversations seemed well grounded in the usual
concepts attached to standard costs and projections of costs. There was hesitancy
present when we approached the subject of direct costing. They had found
little or no reference to that subject in their textbooks on cost accounting and
budgeting and in seminars where free discussions were presumably the order of
the day, it had been referred to, in one instance at least, as something that dealt
with incomplete factory costs.
The course of our discussions from this point on would take too long for
reproduction here but, with the background already established, let me give
you the conclusions to which these students finally subscribed:
1. Standard costing, direct costing and budgeting are not only the
tools of forward accounting but their concepts are inextricably intermingled.
14
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2. The idea of standard cost, heretofore principally associated with
factory costs, should be extended to the entire organization, to be applied with equal emphasis to all expense and to all capital additions:
in short, to all items that go into a budget.
3. Standard costs as thus extended provide the logical basis against
which performance can be measured, and internal reports should feature not only comparisons of projected and actual, with appended
analyses of variances, but also comparisons with whatever external unit
and other costs may be available.
4. All costs should be regarded as direct costs, and the responsibility for cost propriety should follow organizational lines; in this sense,
even depreciation provisions and other accruals can be looked upon as
direct costs. It was necessary here to distinguish between direct costs
and direct product costs, the former, of course, being the more inclusive.
5. Costs of factory service departments and of other factory overhead are, in this sense, direct costs as, of course, are direct materials
and direct labor.
6. Manufactured product should be valued on the basis of the cost
of direct material, direct labor, and any special overhead identifiable
with the product; the last -named does not include variations in semi variable items of overhead attributable to volume changes rather than
to a particular product.
7. Costs should be assembled in the accounts by activities for each
of which some designated individual is held responsible; this responsibility commences with budget estimates and continues through reporting on variances.
8. Transfers of costs from one account to another should be minimized. Where movement of material and labor is to be recorded, their
identity at both ends should be preserved, nominal credit accounts being established for the transfers in order to maintain intact the accounts reflecting responsibility.
9. In multiproduct production, standard costs of the material and
labor content of each item of finished - product inventory and cost of
sales are acceptable substitutes for actual, provided they have been
carefully established and maintained and the variances emerging from
their application have not been material.

The valuation of inventories of manufactured product at the standard cost
of direct materials and direct labor has not yet received the blessing of the
AICPA, the SEC, and the IRS but, if the acceptance by accountants of this mode
of valuation increases, approvals are certain to follow, since they are the logical
outgrowth of what appears today to be the best in management accounting.
O C TO BE R, 1961
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In Conclusion
And so, with our conversation on some of the practical aspects of management and costs for management ended, I found my students well convinced
of three things: First, that historical accounting is the best basis for management
controls and management understanding generally and that whatever is added
or subtracted to reports that have been based on historical costs, is one's private affairs. Second, that a clear picture of the distinctions to be drawn between
historical accounting and forward accounting will help preserve the basic simplicity of historical costs. Third, that the setting of future cost standards paralleling the classification and responsibilities attaching to current costs will give
a character and unity to forward accounting for which this Association has already cleared the way.

Accounting in Focus
by CHARLES H. GRIFFIN*
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countants, it has been said that "the numerous 'voids' in the management area of
finance and control offer almost limitless
opportunities for certified public accountants to be helpful. As they render helpful
service in this area, they may be drawn
into other major management areas, and
equip themselves to be helpful there a lso."'
In aid of interpretation, some collateral
sources, available to all accountants, which
warrant special consideration include statistics, logic and mathematics.

Complementary Tools In
Accounting Interpretation
It is generally conceded that the selective
use of statistical analysis may enlarge the
possibility for explaining more completely
significant patterns of business behavior.
Time series analysis, exposing the effects
of seasonality on operations, index number
application, permitting the useful deflation
of current dolla r measurements, and multiple correlation are illustrative of the tools
which have been beneficially employed.
Additionally, the values which proceed
from the use of abstract systems of logic
are also becoming increasingly apparent,
both in theory development and accounting
practice. This is not to suggest that logic
would prescribe basic accounting assumptions; it does not have this creative property. Yet it may be usefu l in revealing the
existence of invalid conclusions derived
from these premises, conclusions which
may be externally affected or preconceived.
It has also been suggested that the logical
foundation for accounting may be exposed
more fully through the use of the axiomatic method. The greatest benefit derived
from the application of this method is in
mathematics. Particularly significant is an

acknowledged extension of mathematics
into theory development in the form of
models, often expressed in terms of systems of simultaneous equations. Professor
Richard Mattessich who has pioneered in
this area argues that "the accountant of
the future, whether he wants it or not, will
have to work in a highly mathematical atmosphere." 2
Such auxiliary sources as statistics, logic
and mathematics are but a few of those
tapped by the inquiring accountant in his
search for more useful tools in managerial
counseling. As he acquires skill in the use
of these new sensitive instruments of analysis and interpretation, his service capacity
will assume multiplied importance.

Problems in Developing
Theoretical Support
Albeit encouraged by public acceptance
of his new service dimension, the accountant nonetheless faces the intrusion of other
problems, Concurrent with the spiraling
expansion of accounting responsibility, the
difficulty of creating a generally accepted
theoretical framework for accounting practice is compounded. The attention given
currently to research in theory formation
by the various professional societies punctuates the importance of this complex. Some
of the questions which beset those who
would fashion a cohesive theoretical structure are these: Can one representation —or
model — adequately explain the enlarged
service role of the accountant? Are there
objectives in his new responsibility so separated directionally as to prevent the creation of a single framework which is both
internally consistent and operationally useful? Perhaps the theoretical framework of
accounting will assume a dual or multi-

r The Concept of Management Services of CPAs, John L. Carey, American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, 1959, p. 17.
2 "The Significance of Mathematics in the Accounting Curriculum," Richard Mattessich,
Carroll Business Bulletin, John Carroll University, January 1961.
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skeletal form, if it is to accommodate the
new dimension of the accountant's professional practice. The following comments by
Professor Raymond C. Dein are apropos:
"Accou nting might well emulate the
mathematicians and grant that there
may be a number of acceptable models, the validity of each to be tested
by logic. . . . All to often, I fear,
the criterion for the a dmission of data
into our accounting system has been
whether we are ingenious enough to
contrive an equality of debits and
credits rather than whether there is
compatibility with the model and consistency in treatment of data. " 3
It would seem that the use of an inelastic unit model for accounting theory
into which the explanation of an elastic
professional practice must be compressed
will inevitably provoke either a misshapen
casting of accounting practice or a distention of the theoretical mold. If this be true,
it would behoove those resea rchers who are
seeking to define more accurately the skeletal members of accounting theory to review
the proportions of the accountant's current
professional responsibility, which is virtually panoramic in scope. Are there not
dangers of devitalizing this incipient counseling role of the professional accountant
with the shackles of a narrowly conceived
theoretical model? Whether or not one
concedes this new role to be essentially one
of accounting's functions, it is inescapably
clear that these newly acquired tools are
becoming an indispensable part of the accountant's professional trappings. It would
appear that any diffidence of the accountant
in shouldering this new responsibility by
taking refuge behind the aegis of a status
of smaller dimension will only retard his
professional progress.

A New Focus
Opinion remains divided as to the appropriate dimensions of the accounting
technology. Some allege that it embraces
only the recorded analysis of business experience, quantified by the measurements
produced in exchange - priced transactions.
Reports extracted from and reflective of
this record naturally accommodate to this
philosophy. Others believe that such a
function of accounting is unnecessarily confining and would restrict the rendering of
many useful services for which the accountant appears to be uniquely qualified.
In this perspective, accounting is at least
dual phased — analytical and interpretive.
Perhaps a change of focus may produce
a more useful image of accounting in
which attention is diverted from the technology to the technician, from the art to
the artist. The concept of a n analytical accounting only is incongruous with the
accountant's manifest acceptance of interpretive responsibility. His increased accountability to a multitude of parties,
concurrent with an innate and natural interest in professional and social growth,
impel this acceptance. His emerging stature
as business counselor and financial advisor
requires his use of data, from whatever
source, which are appropriate and important to the solution of business problems. No amount of polemic discussion as
to whether these data are extracted from
a narrowly conceived function of accounting or from other complementary and
collateral sources would seem to be particularly fruitful, or even germane. What
is significant is that the accountant in the
discharge of his responsibility must use
those data, and employ those methods,
which are relevant and helpful to the formulation of reliable business judgments.

3 "A Glance Backward at Research in Accounting," Raymond C. Dein, The Accounting
Review, January 1961.
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The Management Accountant's Opportunity in the
Present Business Climate
by WILLIAM H. FRANKLIN

I profession.
N THE

TITLE

of this paper is summed up the full flowering of the accounting

In the beginning, there were pure bookkeepers who worked in secluded
spots in green eye- shades and black alpaca coats, bookkeepers who never dreamed
of using the information they so meticulously compiled.
Later on these bookkeepers were slowly converted to accountants and they
began to learn how much real information was contained in their dusty ledgers
and how useful this information could be when properly presented to management. The accountants became the reporters, the commentators, the observers
of business. At this stage the accountant's job was thought to be the job of telling a group of non - accountants who were managing the company what was
going on in the company.
But it was not long before the next stage developed. The accountants found
they needed to do more than report. More and more frequently their business
associates were asking for the accountant's opinion. They were being asked
to become one of the managers of the business, to actually get into the firing
line and make some of the decisions rather than simply recording the effect of
other people's decisions. Thus developed the management accountant.
When the management accountant began to operate, he found that it was
impossible to operate intelligently, constructively and effectively if he did not
raise his head above his desk —above his accounting tools —and look at the
world around him. All business decisions are made in a context of outside forces
reacting on a company and its business and the management accountant found
he had to be interested in and knowledgeable about such things as gross national
product, indices of production and cost of living, and all the various other
measurements of the economy and the trend of business. He found he had to
become interested in politics and in the impact of political events on the affairs
of his company. In short, he had to become a part of the entire world and its
forces which have so much impact on any decision any manager must make.
WILLIAM H. FRANKLIN, Peoria Chapter, 1941, C.P.A., is Vice President of the Caterpillar Tractor Company, Peoria, Illinois. Earlier he spent several years on the staff of
Price Waterhouse & Company. A graduate of Princeton University, Mr. Franklin also
studied at Northwestern University Graduate School in Chicago. He is Past President of
the Peoria Chapter. Mr. Franklin has been a frequent speaker before numerous organizations. His articles have appeared in the Bulletin and other publications. Mr. Franklin is
recipient of an N.A.A. Certificate of Merit for a previous Bulletin article.
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It is, therefore, fitting that we explore "the management accountant's opportunity in the present business climate."
What, then, is the present business climate? It is, of course, many things.
It is a recession that seems to be coming to an end. It is a problem of unemployment. It is a problem of a new administration. It is a problem of a cold war
that threatens to become hot at any moment. It is a mosaic of many things.
The Mats Market Abroad
However, the feature to be examined most closely in this paper is that this
is an era of competition — perhaps of the most intense competition we have seen
since World War II, In this country, practically every industry has an excess
of capacity and the drive to keep capacity occupied has led to the fiercest of competition. The cost -price squeeze has been well publicized. For the first time in
many, many years, the price structure is soft in many industries, but the steady
round of wage increases continues and company after company is caught in
the profit squeeze.
However, a greater threat to American industry is coming from abroad where
industries are developing whose competition is and will be much more difficult
to meet. Country after country is raising its sights — people abroad are discoving that they, too, can have the things America has if they will just work for
them. They are learning that they can manufacture goods which they can sell to
other countries and in exchange purchase goods they need. They are seeing the
wonderful effect of trade between countries in developing higher and higher
standards of living.
Furthermore, there is now developing a mass market created by the various
moves towards common markets— particularly the European Economic Community and the European Free Trade Association. When England and some
other countries join the European Economic Community —as it now appears
they will —there will develop a mass market of 300 million people. With such
a mass market, local industry will be able to tool for mass production at least
as much as America can. And the tooling will be operated by people paid wages
that are as low as one -third American rates. When mass production begins
with wage rates as low as this, competition will really get fierce. If competitition seems strong now, let us realize it will probably get much worse before
it gets better. This is a most important factor in the present business climate.
What then is our opportunity in this business? I would rather ask; what is
our responsibility in this climate?
Our first responsibility is to our company. We must realize that our company
20
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must equip itself to meet the severest competition it has ever faced. Unfortunately, over many of the last post -war years, management inefficiences have been
covered up by the ease of price increases. Too often, profits have been earned
by price increases rather than by management efficiencies and companies have
grown rotten at the core. It didn't seem to matter when prices went up. Everyone else was raising prices, and a few extra per cents of increase would cover
inefficiencies. It was a lot easier than working for a profit,
Our first responsibility is to realize, ourselves, and to make our companies
realize that we must rid ourselves of all the barnacles, that we must reduce costs
to a greater degree than perhaps is currently thought possible. I shall not take
time on this subject now. After all, accomplishing this is the objective of this
conference —in fact, it is the objective of N.A.A.
Our second responsibility is to be sure we understand the problem. It is a
complex problem but the management accountant cannot carry out his duties
unless he understands it thoroughly.
Five Major Misconceptions
In discussing the problem, let us first clear away some misconceptions which
are in the air today.
The first misconception is that in some way America and Americans are superior to everyone else in the world, that we have some superior traits which do
not exist elsewhere and which are sufficient to keep America automatically ahead
of the rest of the world. This, of course, is foolishness. More than any other,
the one thing keeping us ahead of the rest of the world is that we have
developed a mass market which permits us to tool for mass production. Once
mass markets have developed in other areas in the world, they too can tool for
mass production and we will have lost that advantage.
The second misconception is that, even though wages abroad are low today
by our standards, this will soon be corrected by inflation in these other countries.
Some simple mathematical calculations will show just how wrong this idea is.
For the first calculation, assume that inflation in the foreign countries and in
this country will continue at the same rate as in the past. By adding the past
rate of inflation to present wage rates, it is possible to determine the number of
years which would be required to bring the rates in the foreign countries to the
same level as in the United States. This is thirty -six years in West Germany,
thirty -one years in France, forty -eight years in Great Britain and, to be fantastic
for a moment, two hundred and forty -three years in Japan.
For the second calculation, assume that inflation in the United States is stopped
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in its tracks but that inflation in the foreign countries will continue at the same
rate as in the past. Even under this most favorable assumption, the years required to bring wage rates to the same level are seventeen in West Germany,
sixteen in France, nineteen in Great Britain and thirty-six in Japan. It would
seem very likely that these countries will have developed mass production techniques long before these years have passed. No, inflation will not automatically
solve the problem.
The third misconception is that, when an American company goes abroad to
produce a product which it used to produce in the United States, the company
has "exported jobs" —that people in this country have been deprived of a job.
This, of course, is not the fact at all. The jobs have already been lost because
the cost to produce in the United States is too high to permit production here
and sale abroad. When we at Caterpillar produce tractors abroad, we are not
producing tractors which otherwise would have been produced in the United
States; we are, rather, producing tractors which otherwise would have been
produced abroad by some foreign company.
In fact, rather than reducing jobs in this country when companies go abroad;
the number of jobs here often increases. When we at Caterpillar produce tractors
abroad we use many components manufactured in the United States, and this
seems to be very frequently true with other companies. Moreover, we have
found that the presence of Caterpillar people in the foreign country serves to
help generate more orders for products manufactured in the United States.
The fourth misconception is the old isolationistic one: that we can get along
without them —that all we need to do is deal with ourselves alone and let the
rest of the world trade with itself. The fact is that, even if we didn't need
them to help us defend our and their liberty—which we do—we need other
countries to keep our own economy going. We purchase abroad all our requirements of natural rubber, tin and jute, more than fifty per cent of our requirements of manganese, chrome, aluminum, lead, nickel, cobalt, platinum and
uranium. And in the luxury field, we purchase abroad all our requirements of
coffee, tea and bananas. Without the rest of the world our economy would soon
grind to a halt.
The fifth misconception is the growing belief that a company that incorporates
a subsidiary in some low tax country such as Switzerland and reinvests a portion
of its profits abroad is doing something against the best interests of the United
States. The reasoning seems to be that the profit left abroad is not subject to
United States taxes and thus our tax revenues are hurt and further that, because
the profits are left abroad, the United States balance of payments is adversely
affected.
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The facts are that, when a company invests money abroad, it does so with
the intention of earning a profit and, if this profit is to be made available to the
United States stockholders, it must be brought home. When the profit is brought
home, there is more of it because of the low foreign tax. Hence the United
States balance of payments is helped. Further, when it is brought home, it is
subjected to a higher United States tax because the foreign tax credit is low.
Hence our tax revenues are helped. To the contrary of this growing illusion,
when a company incorporates in a low -tax country, it is helping our balance of
payments and increasing our tax revenues.
Related Responsibilities of the Management Accountant

So much for the misconceptions —and there are many more. The responsibility
of the management accountant is to understand the problem, to understand the
choice America must make. On the one hand, we can attempt to restrict competition from abroad by restricting imports. High tariffs, quotas, boycotts, all
are devices to help us crawl into an isolationist shell and live as best we can,
trading with ourselves. Alternatively, we can all work to increase our exports,
to compete, to become, if you will, the capitalists for the entire world.
The first choice seems the easy one. It seems easy, when hurt by competition
from abroad, to run to the Government for help. But we do not run to the
Government for help when someone else in our own country competes with us.
We compete. And when someone from abroad begins to compete with us, we
should not run to the Government for help. We should compete. Competition
built this country and competition can build the world if we let it.
And so the second responsibility of the management accountant is to be
sure we understand the problem. Our third responsibility is to make sure our
own managements understand the problem and take whatever steps are necessary to solve it for our own companies. The solutions will vary from company
to company. For some, the solution is to produce part or all of their products
abroad, for others improvements in their products, for others modernization of
the factories and, for all, a drastic reduction of costs. The dead overhead —yes,
even the dead overhead in our own accounting departments, which has accumulated over the post -war years —must be swept away. Above all, the accountant
must help his management understand that the easy solution of government
protection is the wrong solution.
The fourth responsibility of the management accountant is to make sure, to
the best of our ability, that the general public— labor, management, educators,
politicians, everyone— understands the problem.
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What is needed now is not another round of wage increases followed by
another round of price increases. What is needed now is the beginning of a
series of price decreases. Our price structure must be made competitive with
the price structure in other countries.
Labor has lost its monopoly and it is high time that both management and
labor realize it. For many of the post -war years, labor had a monopoly because,
in effect, it bargained for wage rates in the entire United States, If wages went
up and prices followed, it did not put anyone at a disadvantage because all
wages in the United States were going up and all competitors were in the
same fire. But our labor unions do not bargain for wage rates abroad and, when
United States wage rates and prices are forced up, it does not necessarily follow
that wages and prices abroad will go up—and foreign competitors are not in
the same fire.
Where the Opportunity Lies
The management accountant has the responsibility of doing everything in his
power to bring understanding of this problem to the public. It is at the same
time a tremendous opportunity because, in this instance, the public has not yet
made up its mind. On many issues of the day the public has more or less made
up its mind and it is a long, laborious task to change its thinking. But on this
issue the thinking is still fluid. Many are not even aware of the problem; many
begin to see the problem but do not yet see the answer; only a few have really
firmly fixed their thinking on one side or the other. Now is the time when
forceful discussion will help form people's thinking on the right side. We still
have time.
But we will not have it long. The public is in the process now — today —of
making up its mind. It is, perhaps, a trite thing to say that America is at the
crossroads but it is not an exaggeration to say it today.
Down the one road of isolationism is less trade, together with fear, distrust,
envy and finally, perhaps, war. Down the other is more trade, brotherhood,
trust, respect and finally, perhaps, peace. We have an opportunity to trade with
the almost three billion people in the world rather than the 170 million in the
United States, to help them attain the scale of living they want and should have.
We have a magnificent, God -given opportunity to help America go down the
right road. We must not fail.
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Value Analysis and the Accountant
by HOW ARD L. C. LESLIE

subject of value analysis, I would like to spend a
B few minutes onintothethesubject
of value. We say that the concept of value is
EFORE. WE GET

like the concept of sin, because it varies.
What is the value of brakes on your automobile? Have you got an answer?
What is the value of the picture tube in your television set? Do you have a
figure? Which has a higher value, the picture tube in your television set or the
set of brakes in your car? It depends on many factors, doesn't it? How did
you determine what the value for those two items was? You came up with a
real quick estimate of what you would have to pay in order to have a new set
of brakes put on your car or to replace the television picture tube. Were you
really thinking of value or were you thinking of cost?
Value Analysis Philosophy
Basically, there are four types of values: use value, esteem value, exchange
value and cost value. Value analysis places great concentration on use value.
However, many times cost and use values are confused. I have on numerous
occasions gone into a plant to find out if this is the type of thinking that exists,
I usually pick up a part and I ask some knowledgeable people in the area, "What
is the value of this ?" They think for a while and come up with a figure based
on labor, material and direct burden. As a result, they will say so many dollars
or so many cents. Actually, what they are giving me is not the value of performing a function, or the use value. They are telling me what it would cost to make
the particular device.
That type of thinking results in going down the wrong path. They have
developed the impression that, if they add more cost to a particular product,
they are increasing the value. I have seen case after case where people really
feel that way. If we have to put more labor into a product, is it worth more?
What we must do in industry is to develop an appreciation of where value
ends and waste begins. Not only does it apply to spoiled work but also to paperwork and procedures. We consider use value the lowest price for reliably accomis Vice President of Value Analysis, Inc., Schenectady, N. Y. He
has served as General Electric Company's Consultant for Value Analysis Training, and
received a G.E. Managerial Award. Mr. Leslie has had broad industrial experience in
various capacities and has co- authored several technical publications on welding techniques.
HOWARD L. C. LESLIE
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plishing a function or a service. What are we trying to obtain? Functionality!
Our whole thinking must be function- oriented. Thus, value analysis presents
itself as a system of techniques —a method of thinking. It is a common -sense
method of thinking. It does two things. It enables an individual to detect
unnecessary costs and it provides him with the techniques or tools, if you will,
to remove these unnecessary costs.
This thinking actually started or came to life during the second World War,
that provided a challenge to come up with alternate materials or means of
accomplishing functions to substitute for strategic materials gone to war, if we
still wanted to produce our products. For example, when Lucky Strike green
went to war, they put another color on the package, but Lucky Strike green never
came back from the war. There are a lot of other items that did not come back
from the war. After the war, when all these materials were again available,
industry found that some other materials were doing a better job at lower cost.
There was no reason to change back.
At one of the larger companies in the country, the vice- president of purchasing
and the vice - president of engineering recognized that, although they had a cost
reduction program, they were still forced to look for other ways of doing things.
It was possible to come up with lower cost alternatives. As a result, they decided
to look into this problem of cost reduction and cost prevention. What could
they do in order to be sure that they were getting value in their products? Consequently, they assigned a man to study the problem. He studied from 1947 to
1952 developing what we now call our "value analysis package."
Actually, the whole idea is not very complicated. People must feel that they
can do a better job even though not competing with each other. The people
within a company are not competing with each other in order to do this better
job of increased earnings. We must get into harness together. Engineering,
marketing, purchasing, finance and manufacturing —five basic functions in industry. These basic functions must pull together if they are going to accomplish
something. The next premise of our conclusions is that we are all average
people, trying to do a better than average job. Value analysis is neither identical
to cost reduction or cost improvement, nor a substitute. It is a supplement.
People trained in this type of thinking will increase the yield of the contributions of cost reduction and cost improvement. More important, this approach
will increase the possibilities of cost prevention. It will enable us not to work
harder but to work smarter. Do not confuse cost reduction and value analysis.
The overall objective is earnings improvement for our company and ourselves.
We have found that, after the standard approach to cost reduction, which is
usually part- oriented, has been applied on a product, a knowledgeable person
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employing the proper techniques will accomplish a cost reduction in excess of
twenty -five percent.
Let me draw a few word pictures. A company was using a certain device
to pull an impeller from a shaft. It was paying $215 for the device. At the
conclusion of a value study, it was determined that this function could be
reliably performed for eleven cents. Two hundred and fifteen dollars to eleven
cents! Actually, they did not do it for eleven cents since the product would
look too cheap and tinny and the customer would not buy it. They refined the
product, increasing the price to two dollars. The charge was, therefore, from
to $2 through value analysis.
Another device that was being worked on in Chicago recently was a hydraulic
control used in an engine, with a cost of sixty -three dollars. All it did was to
move a shaft a quarter of an inch with forty-five pounds of pressure. At the
conclusion of this study, the responsible people agreed that this function could
be performed, not at sixty -three dollars but at twenty dollars. In addition, the
performance would be more reliable because there would be fewer parts. It is
this type of saving that usually results from value study.

$215

Sources of Unnecessary Costs
When most people hear or witness this type of case history, they develop an
attitude, "Well, why wasn't it done before ?" What actually happens in an
industry is that many times there is a tendency to think that way but, when this
type of thinking gets back to the fellow that made the initial decision, it bumps
against roadblocks. We must understand that there are five basic reasons why
unnecessary costs enter into a product or a system. These reasons are problems
that must be recognized and defined.
The first reason is lack of information. It is lack of information or of its
proper use on the part of decision - making people. One of the most important
pieces of information people need is cost information.
The second reason is lack of utilization of our creative minds to the degree
that we should. We accept the first solution that we know will work instead of
developing and analyzing our ideas, not only from the performance standpoint
but from an economic standpoint.
The third reason is "temporary circumstances." Let me explain what a temporary circumstance might be in your company. We have an order for a particular run of equipment such as a generator. Delivery is tight. What happens? We
have to start production right away. Therefore, we start production before the
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cost information is in and before procurement information is obtained. Frequently we have to make decisions, perhaps without all the facts and, as it
usually turns out, these decisions become permanent. They stay in the cost of the
product year after year.
The fourth reason is "honest wrong beliefs." We believe that something
cannot be done. We always let ourselves believe that there is a good reason why
we should not do something: the tools are too expensive, a particular material is
not good to work with, etc. That plastic is brittle; "honest wrong belief" can
stop a good idea.
The fifth reason is habits and attitudes, As creatures of habit, our attitudes
support the habits that we have. We have to face up to the fact that some of
our habits are bad. We have to recognize which habits are bad, so that we can
push these down. We have got to recognize that new habits can be developed.
We have to develop good habits, not only in our personal life but also in our
business life.
I recall an example concerning a tube one - quarter of an inch in diameter,
one and one -half inches long. The company in question happened to be a manufacturer of refrigerators. This tube was machined in the shop. One day the
value engineer was walking through the plant. He got together with the supervisor and asked him if they always cut the part on the particular machine he had
noticed. The supervisor replied that they "always cut that part on that machine."
The engineer thought a while and asked if they ever thought of doing it some
other way. "Mister," said the supervisor, "we make this just as good as anybody
else. Why change it if it works ?" Habit! The engineer asked, "Are we in business to cut copper tubes or to manufacture and sell refrigerators ?" May I ask
you why your company is in business?
Techniques of Value Analysis
Now, let me move along. Basically, there is a set of twenty techniques that
are utilized in order to remove these five impediments. This score of techniques
is established in two categories. The first category contains those techniques
that enable an individual to determine the level of value in a product or an
expenditure. Usually, when these techniques are used, the individual finds that
the value for performing the functions or services is twenty -five percent or more
below the price he is currently paying. This creates constructive discontent.
You just cannot pay a dollar for something that is worth only seventy -five cents.
What happens? The constructive discontent motivates and creates action. The
individual then goes to the second category of techniques and uses them to get
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the price down. The price normally goes down twenty -five percent. The twenty
techniques are;
1. Use the organized approach —
the job plan
2. Get all information and facts
3• Get all information from the
best sources
4. Get all information from each
functional area
5. Employ creative thinking
6. Put a dollar sign on main ideas
7. Evaluate by comparison
8. Evaluate functions
9. Blast and then refine
10. Overcome roadblocks

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

Use accurate costs
Use specialty suppliers
Use specialty products, materials and processes
Work on specific matters
Use good human relations
Put a dollar sign on each tolerance
Use your judgment
Spend company money as your
own
Use company services
Use industrial standards

These techniques, however, are used in a framework of what we call a value
analysis "job plan." It consists of six simple job steps, or phases. The first
phase of the plan is the information phase — getting all the information needed.
After the information has been accumulated and service has been defined, we
move to the next stage, the speculative stage. Here we concentrate our creative
minds to develop alternate means of accomplishing functions.
After we have completed the speculative stage, we move to the third phase
of the job plan. This is the analytical phase. Here we go back and look at our
ideas and put a dollar sign on them. We find out which ones are worth the most
to the company. After we have selected those, we move to the next phase, which
is called program planning. What we must do here is to outline the steps necessary to implement these ideas. Who do we have to see? What do we have to do?
After the program planning phase, we move to the fifth step which is the
program execution phase, to put it into effect. When this is done we move into
the summary or conclusion phase. This simply means that now you submit your
summary or reports.
If you use this plan with any problems that you have, and if you utilize all
of the information that you have, you come up with an idea, with a report. That
is common sense. There is nothing hard about it. But, then, why am I stressing
it so much? Even though it is common sense, we do not follow it. In most instances we do not start out right. We do not get all the information. Do you
know what happens? We work on a fuzzy job. When you work on a fuzzy job
you are bound to get a fuzzy answer. And that is bad. It is not nearly as bad
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as what happens when you move into the later two phases of the job plan. The
confusion mounts up.
Many people feel that this program, this approach, is product- oriented. I
must say that most of the work that is done in the companies, at least the ones
that we are with, initially starts as a product- oriented program. There seems to
be a feeling, on the part of top managements that, if they get the cost of the
product down, they are on the road to success.
Occasionally, in our training efforts we first get management to apply the
principles in a single cost area. After the program develops, they do apply the
same basic thinking in other cost areas.
Best Way Obligatory
I would like to conclude with one other thought. Fifty years ago a farmer
could make a decision on whether to use a tractor or to till the land by hand.
He does not have that choice today. He must use a tractor. Thirty years ago an
office manager could make a decision to supply his secretary with a typewriter
or have her write letters in longhand. He does not have this choice today. Ten
years ago a carpenter could decide whether he would saw wood with an electric
saw or use a hand saw. Today he does not have this choice to make.
Three years ago industrial managements could either implement a value program or not, but right now, starting in 1961, they no longer have this decision.
They have got to develop a value program and, when they do, they are going
to get answers they never believed they would get.
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Emerging Tools for Managerial Accounting
by NORTON M. BEDFORD

F

OR

A

NUMBER

OF

YEARS

the role of accounting in our society, with its

economic emphasis, has been one of supplying data useful to management
in making decisions. It has been the most important of all the tools available
to management as an aid in making decisions on future activities. It has developed its position as the foremost tool for decision making despite the
onslaught of rival developments in industrial engineering, managerial economics
and a host of other areas which have arisen in the past quarter century. The
fact that accounting has survived and grown as the primary source of information for decision making serves as testimony to its importance.
There is no reason simply to assume, however, that accounting will remain
the most useful tool for supplying data to management as an aid in decision
making. In fact, there is reason to think that there are now in the incubation
state emerging tools which will have a profound effect upon the role of accounting in managerial decision making. These new tools are as yet an unorganized
mass of the techniques grouped under such appealing terms as operations research, cybernetics, management science, information theory, systems design,
and a host of others. In essence, these are aimed at the same problem with
which management accounting has long been concerned. It is to the impact of
these tools on accounting and the future role of accounting in economic society
that this paper is directed.
An evaluation of the role of accounting requires a preliminary historical
picture of the growth of the management function in our economy and the
tools which have provided for its development. To that end we may observe
that administration has been defined as the critical issue in the business economy
today and leadership has been designated as the heart of administration; the
emerging belief is that decision making is the key to leadership. Whether or not
the suggested relationship among administration, leadership and decision making is valid, there is no question but that decision making represents a most
Dr. NORTON M. BEDFORD, Sangamon Valley Chapter (Columbus, 1948), C.P.A., is Pro-
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important area of study for managers of the future. It is to this area that ac•
counting must direct itself if it is to fulfill its function of aiding management
in carrying out the production and distribution of goods and services for our
economy.
Historically, the area of management has been confined to administration
and leadership. In fact, nearly 40 years ago management authorities had almost
reached the conclusion that they had a rather logical conceptual view of what
leadership and administration were, and it was to this conception that the accounting function developed as we now know it. But, at just about that time this
conceptual framework was being agreed upon, industrial psychology, sociology
and cultural anthropology started the study of motivation, leadership, and communications. Then, immediately after World War II, mathematical and simulation methods were developed to aid in the decision making process.
In view of these new developments, the old conceptual framework of leadership and administration, as the sole elements of management, was considered
inadequate. From the resulting confusion as to the meaning of management,
the idea seemed to have developed that the person, or persons, who can make
the best decisions has the key which will enable him to step into a position of
leadership and, possessing other qualities of leadership, move effectively into
the most disturbing problem facing our economy today —that of effectively
administering the acquisition, utilization and disposition of our economic resources for the good of society. The critical need for improvement in the
administration process has been noted by a number of people. It has been
contended that the success or failure of certain of our outer space thrusts have
been as much dependent upon the successful administration of the project as
on the technical knowledge required to orbit a satellite. At least, failures have
been as much attributable td administration as to technical deficiencies. With
the administration process subject to criticism, the suggestion that improved
decision making would improve the administrative process has been seized upon
by management in general. It is to meet this need and this demand that accounting must now provide satisfactory information.
Accounting and Experience-lased Decision Making
In the past, accounting has served well, in a general way, the need for
information for decision making purposes. It has provided crude estimates of
costs and revenues of past activities and has projected them, in the form of
break -even charts and similar devices, into estimates of cost and revenue of
possible future activities. This has been the most useful tool available to
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management for decision making on future activities. However, as competition
has developed and as the requirements placed on administration have increased,
the need for more precise and more involved measurements has caused some in
the accounting profession to wonder if the accounting function, as it now exists,
can long survive.
Mathematics and statistics have improved their measurement methods to
such a degree that they now provide improved measures to aid management in
certain types of decision making. Certain developments in the behavioral sciences
have caused many to question the validity of the accounting assumption that
the making of a high income is the sole criterion of successful management.
Other objectives of management, such as survival and stability, have been
recognized as being largely unmeasured by the accounting mechanism. Many
accountants and others have tended to assume that, because of these developments, the role of accounting in our economic society would be substantially
reduced. But this appears not to be the immediate issue, for the full impact
of the emerging tools on the future role of accounting in our economic society
is not clear. Rather, the immediate issue is whether or not accounting should
expand its scope to include within it the heterogeneous mathematical and statistical techniques which have been developed. Actually, there is considerable
reason to assume that it is proper that accounting should do so. In a number
of instances, the data provided by the mathematical and statistical techniques
are merely refined measurements of similar data which accounting has provided
management for a number of years. Before examining this issue more fully,
let us re- examine the changing nature of the administration process and then
come back to determine the new tools that accounting might well pick up as
part of its kit of techniques and concepts useful in developing data for decision
making purposes.
Traditionally, the stage has been set for decision making by assigning to
someone in an organization the responsibility for the decision. Thus, the
organizational structure of a business designated the person who would have
various types of problems thrown to him for a decision. This traditional approach granted authority to the decision maker over certain areas of activities
and placed upon him responsibility for all decisions in that area. This process
relied heavily on judgment. The decision maker was required to examine the
problem in the light of his past experience with somewhat similar problems,
collect as much information as possible from accounting and other sources,
develop his intuition or feel for a situation, if possible, and out of his reflection
make a decision reflecting his best judgment of what should be done. In this
conception of decision making, the role of accounting was properly restricted to
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providing information to management on past activities. Not always, perhaps
seldom, knowing the types of decisions for which the information would be
used, accountants have provided information which tended to be broad and
general. As such, it represented only rough guides to management in decision
making.
New Methods of Decision Making: The Accounting Response
As long as the traditional view of management prevails, the role of accounting will necessarily be restricted. On the other hand, once the management
process of decision making changes to one of a scientific nature, which minimizes past experience and judgment, the door for expansion of the accounting
function is opened. Due to the rapid rate of change in our economy, which
lessens the value of past experience since the new situations have not been
encountered previously, the developments in measurement methods, and presumably other reasons, there has been a tendency for managements to use more
of a scientific basis for decision making. This development has resulted in two
other views of the decision making process.
The second view of the decision making process, which is now becoming
increasingly evident, may be termed that of the organizational behaviorists.
Its fullest development appears to rely heavily upon future developments in the
behavioral sciences which will provide new knowledge useful in the making of
decisions on the future activities of a company. The committee is the typical
process by which decisions are made under this method. As now practiced, it
involves gathering together people concerned with the problem from different
points of view and, by the give- and -take process of committee action, reaching
a decision which is satisfactory to all members, though probably not representing the best decision for any one of the various objectives entertained by each.
The entire process rests upon the philosophical assumption that people are
basically nonrational and do not know what the objectives of the business
should be or the relative importance of different objectives, that is, the objective
of a business is considered to be that of accomplishing many unknown and
changing objectives.
An assumption that maximizing income is the sole objective is not accepted.
Other objectives are recognized as important also but, because all the objectives
and their balance and interrelationship are not clearly defined, the committee
decision may be considered not entirely rational for any one objective. Yet it
may be accepted as satisfactory, for all objectives as such are represented by
members of the committee. In a sense, this view of the decision making process
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may merely be a reflection of changing business objectives which arise when a
nation reaches such a high standard of living as we now enjoy. In other words,
the behavioristic view may represent a most rational approach to decision making in an economy where individuals are undergoing rapidly changing value
concepts due to the rapid social and economic changes to which they have subjected themselves.
The third process of decision making, which is the latest emerging view,
requires complete rationality in the decision making process. It rests upon the
assumption that, if objectives of management can be clearly set forth, it is
possible to determine by the measurement process exactly what should be done
to attain them. While the organizational behaviorist is concerned with keeping
everyone happy and satisfied, the management science view on decision making,
as we shall term the third method, is more concerned with the right decision
for a pre - selected objective. Recent developments in statistical and mathematical
techniques underlie this third method. It has been discovered that, if managements precisely define their objectives and as precisely describe operating conditions, it is possible by statistics to suggest the most probable result or, by mathematical models, to suggest a preferred course of action. While yet of limited
applicability, continuous expansion of the types of problems to which this
type of decision making can be applied suggests great potential for it.
The Future — Depending on Decision Making Method
It is impossible to Jorecast the future developments of the administrative
process and the manner by which decisions will be made in the future, but it
is possible to assume that change is taking place and that the role of accounting
in economic society will be affected by that change. If the administrative process
of decision making turns to the area of management science, it is evident that
accounting must expand its scope to include operations research, cybernetics,
simulation and related methods, if it is not to be absorbed by the broader
function of business measurement. As only one tool in the business measurement area, accounting would be reduced in status and economic reward by such
a development.
On the other hand, if the administrative process turns more toward the
behavioral sciences as a basis for decision - making, accounting techniques must
change to provide data useful for a variety of types of objectives on which
management must make a decision. Because most of accounting has been developed on the assumption that management has but the one general objective of
making an income for the company, it has developed as a single - valued measureOCTOB ER, 1961
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tnent process. When different objectives of management, such as stability of
operations or worker satisfaction, become important, accounting must adapt
itself and provide multiple valuations of the resources used. The appropriate
valuation in any situation would depend upon the objectives to which the
resource is to contribute. The impact on accounting of multiple valuation, in
contrast to single valuation, would be substantial. It would open wide the scope
of the accounting function in our economic society. At the concept level it
would bring forth a host of new ideas. At the procedural level it would rather
drastically change our conventional accounting mechanism.
Instead of reporting the cost of a resource as one amount, several valuations
would be available. Depreciation, for example, might be reported as within a
range of two sums. For different purposes or objectives, different valuations
would be used. Foreign as the idea appears at first glance, in that the immediate
reaction is to wonder what valuations should be used and how much it is going
to cost to do all of this, there have been rather striking results which have
made aid to management possible in making decisions on such problems as
replacing men with machines and closing down plants. Should the development
take place, the image of the profession entertained by the general public would
be advanced and the profession would approach the status of a learned field.
If the administrative process of decision making grows in the area of
management science, many of the crude measures now used in accounting, e.g.,
depreciation, joint cost allocation, and administrative expenses, would be replaced with more precise measures. In addition, the scope of the accounting
measurement process would be broadened substantially. In the area of planning,
the role of the accountant would include efforts to measure accurately the
influences bearing upon the alternative courses of action available to a company.
Under this development, as with the development in the behavioral science
field, accounting would be broadened in function and members of the profession would be considered authorities in the fields of economic measurement
and communication of data of a most precise nature. Consequently, the status
of the profession would be even greater than that resulting under the behavioral
science development.

Areas In Which to Establish Competence
If we assume that the administrative process of the future, in the area of
decision making, will be the result of a great expansion in both the use of
behavioral science findings and the newly developed mathematical tools, the
role of accounting in our economic society will be substantially broadened. Be36
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cause of the trend in these two areas, which is unmistakable, it must be assumed
that the accountant of the future must be prepared for a much higher level of
competence than that now placed on him. To the man now in practice this
suggests a rigorous and continuous program of self -study if the profession is to
realize its potential by absorbing the emerging tools.
Specifically the tools which accounting should absorb are the following:
Probability techniques
1. Sampling (random, systematic,
stratified and sequential)
2. Probability theory
3. Factorial analysis

4. Linear programming (transportation method, simplex, approximation methods)
5. Input, output analysis
6. Symbolic logic

Programming techniques
1. Queing theory (random arrival
and servicing time)
2. Information theory
3. Game theory

Simulation techniques
1. Model building
2. Monte Carlo
3. System design

In addition, the research methods of the social science should be studied
with emphasis upon research in the area of psychology. In general the current
mathematics which seem to have a bearing upon business problems may be
described as finite mathematics and would include such topics as set theory,
matrix algebra, and related areas. However, the developments in the mathematics area appear to be promising in a number of ways. For the young student
of accountancy, the study of calculus in a rather thorough fashion should be
the basic course for preparation for the emerging tools which the accountant
of the future should have as part of his technology.
Unless the accounting function is expanded to encompass these tools, it
seems reasonable to predict that the accountant of the future will play a much
less important role than he now plays in our current society. On the other hand,
if he does possess himself of these tools, it seems appropriate to suggest that
his role in the future economy will be increasingly esteemed.
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The Negative Approach to
Office Cost Reduction —Elimination
by JAMES HENDERSON*

R

EC E N T L Y ,

I spent

considerable

time

and effort completing an accounting
manual procedure covering records retention. The result of the application of this
procedure reduced the quantity of records
in some areas by as much as fifty percent,
largely because no formal set of regulations on this matter had been in effect for
some time. The procedure was based on
maintaining single copies of records in accordance with a definite schedule, and
eliminating duplicates.
Soon after the issuance of this procedure,
a company officer asked why we maintained
a certain record at all, even for such a
short term. I explained what I felt was
a sufficient reason. He answered with
another question: "Wha t would happen
if we did not have this record ?" T he result
of this question was the discovery that the
cost and effort of maintaining the record
far outweighed any loss to be incurred in
not having it at all! Hence, I am currently reviewing other records, with this
new "negative" approach, and I am asking
myself this question in each case, "Is this
record really worth the cost of maintaining?"
The same principle can be applied to

other areas as well as records maintenance.
An example is a large English retail firm
which recently questioned the use of a
considerable portion of the company's
paperwork. As a result of its analysis,
much of the paperwork was eliminated,
including time cards, inventory records and
procedure manuals. Thus, we should question the use of records and should take a
serious look at the negative side of the
picture, the effect of not having the record
at all. I am sure that, in a considerable
number of instances, we cannot justify the
expense of preparing and maintaining the
record.
Let us apply the principle to all our
daily efforts and keep in mind these questions: "Wha t would be the result of not
using this record, not maintaining it, not
issuing this report or not performing this
function ?" Perhaps we shall find that good
substitutes are the common sense and good
judgment of our managers and the basic
honesty of our employees.
In this day of growing clerical costs, we
are continually looking for methods of decreasing these costs through automation,
centralization and /or decentralization. Have
you tried elimination?

+ Procedures Analyst, Simpson Timber Company, Seattle, Washington.
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Do We Over - Emphasize Investment Return and
Cash -Flow Discount?
by DONALD O. HARPER
DI S C O U N T E D R E T U R N

on investment contribute to the analysis of invest-

D ohs
ment proposals or does it distort the facts by giving unequal weight to certain
considerations at the expense of others? This may seem a surprising question
in view of the growing popularity of the technique. The drawbacks of discounted return on investment, or discounted cash flow, are usually passed over
lightly in articles dealing with return on investment, as these articles are generally advocating the method. However, before adopting it, there should be a
thorough understanding of the disadvantages as well as the advantages of
discounting future income.
The task is hindered by perhaps the best reason for not using the discount
method —its derivation and the effect it has on the rate of return calculation
are difficult to understand without a fair amount of study. It is doubtful whether
management can be expected to take the time to fully evaluate such a technical
question and it is almost a certainty that people such as engineers or salesmen,
who have only an occasional need to justify an investment proposal, will ever
fully understand discounted return on investment. The following discussion will
assume the reader is at least familiar with the concept and the various methods
of calculating discounted return.
The question goes even further. Projects are undertaken to improve profit
but they may not do so directly. They may "spark" the improvement. I am
not referring only to so- called service projects. The point is true of many, even
most, projects for profit betterment. However, return on investment has come
to be regarded as a primary measure of managerial performance. It ranks projects and in this day of management by exception, return on investment has
found widespread employment as a means of evaluating investment proposals
as a sole criterion. Presumably, the entire value of a project can be summarized
in a single ratio, making it an easy matter to separate the wheat from the chaff.
Further, it is argued that discounted return on investment has the added advantage of taking more influences into consideration than financial return on investDONALD O. HARPER, Elmira Area Chapter, 1960, is a Staff Accountant with the Technical Produ cts Division of the Corning Gla ss Works, Corning, N. Y. He was ea rlier employed by Chase Manhattan Bank, New York, N. Y., and General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. Mr. Ha rper is a gradu ate of Middlebu ry College, Vermont, and holds
an M.B.A. degree from New York University.
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ment due to the inclusion of a factor devaluing future income. Simplification is
a desirable goal when presenting data but oversimplification raises more questions than it answers. Discounted return is just such an oversimplification, the
more dangerous because it pretends a need for simplification in alleging a basic
complexity in the subject matter.
The financial data, itself, is seldom complex. It is only uncertain. There are
a few situations that involve more than several factors at one time. Trying to
combine and weigh these factors according to some predetermined formula,
in this case a set of discount tables, adds an additional factor and at the same
time covers up the original data. This is especially true of investment proposals
where most of the data is based on assumptions. In such instances, the assumptions should carry as much weight as the final answer if not more. Treating a
single ratio as the ultimate measure of a project's worth cannot help but deemphasize other equally important considerations.
The Element of Risk Oversimplified
The major advantage claimed for the discounted return on investment
method is that it gives less weight to future income than to current income. As
a result, a project with rapid payback will show a higher return on investment
than a project with a long payback, even though both projects ultimately yield
the same amount of total income. Assuming for the moment that it is desirable
to discount future income, two criteria would seem to apply to any method
used. First, the rate of discount should be proportional to the loss of value due
to future uncertainties. Secondly, the rate of discount should be uniform for
similar degrees of risk. The discounted return on investment treats time as the
sole measure of uncertainty. By definition, discounted return on investment is
equivalent to the investment rate that will yield the same income as the proposed project when it is applied to the same year and investment, and compounded for the same number of years as the useful life of the project. In
other words the longer an investment is outstanding the greater the effect of
compounding the investment rate.
There is little doubt that the future holds many uncertainties, but is the risk
involved in an investment directly proportional to the length of time it takes
to realize the total potential income? Compare, for example, a project requiring
the development of new manufacturing techniques with one calling for the
purchase of a new machine to handle the growth of an existing product line.
Or take the case of an investment in a radically new product against an investment involving the wider distribution of a proven product line. The element
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of risk in the preceding examples is not dependent on time but on the very
nature or type of project. In fact, the project with the least risk could very well
have the slowest payback.
Should the return on such projects receive the maximum discount as in the
case when the discounted return on investment is used? Exhibits 1 and 2 can
be used to illustrate the above. Both assume the same total investment, $1,500
M, but Exhibit 1 reflects a discounted return of 10.2 percent while Exhibit 2
reflects a discounted return of 13.9 percent. Exhibit 1 can be taken to represent
a proposal in which costly market development would yield almost certain
income in the course of opening up a proven territory. Exhibit 2 can be used to
illustrate a case involving the introduction of a radically new product.
The discounted return method plainly favors the proposal in Exhibit 2
which has a return of 13.9 percent, even though it is assumed to be much more
speculative than Exhibit 1, because, if the new product is successful, most of
the income will be realized in the early years. The income in the Exhibit 1
proposal is assumed to be much more certain but, due to the fact that most of
the income is to be earned in the later years, return on investment is heavily
discounted. The risk factor suggests that the actual relative desirability of the
projects might, nevertheless, favor this proposal. However, if it were possible
to add a risk factor to the return calculation, would there be any advantage in
doing so? There are many considerations bearing on an investment proposal.
Why include some in an investment ratio and not others?
It is the accountant's job to see that all the facts are presented, and to make
sure that the basic data is not distorted or altered by the application of a
formula. In the case of discounted return on investment, the formula subordinates all other facts to the pattern of the income stream. This pattern may
or may not be significant to a given proposal.
Some Factors De- emphasised, the Others Over - emphasised
Exhibits 1 and 2 can be used to illustrate another disadvantage of basing an
investment decision on an investment rate. Suppose that each proposal has
the same degree of risk. The proposal represented by Exhibit 1 returns $250 M
more total net income or total cash income than does that represented by
Exhibit 2, yet the same amount of money is invested. Should the Exhibit 2
proposal still be chosen over Exhibit 1 as indicated by the discounted return
on investment? The conventional or average return on investment method gives
a result more nearly in accord with the facts and favors Exhibit 1 over Exhibit
2 as indicated by the respective average returns of 23.4 percent and 20.6 percent.
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The discounted return on investment method has an additional inherent
defect due to the fact that it is derived by compounding the year -end investment
rate. The extent to which future income is discounted depends not only on
the number of years the investment has been outstanding but also on the
relationship of income to investment. If income is a small percentage of investment, the effect of compounding the rate will be slight and hence the discount
small. But if income is high percentage of investment, the effect of compounding will be great and the discount large. This fact is illustrated in the exhibits
where it will be noted that the percent of income varies each year in which it is
discounted. Thus a rather arbitrary element is included in the discount analysis,
an element that has little theoretical justification other than the fact that it
conservatively lowers the discounted yield of high - return projects.
The exhibits also point up the excessive degree to which future income is
discounted. As can be seen, in Exhibit 1 future income is discounted by over
70 percent in the final year. It is hard to equate such discounts with risk, because, even if the income in the final year were guaranteed by contract, the
same discount would apply under the discounted cash flow method.
When using the discounted cash flow method, there is a real danger that
many worthwhile proposals will be turned down because of the sharply discounted rate of return. Even though the project depicted in Exhibit 1 shows an
almost certain payback, many a company would hesitate to make an investment
with a 10-percent return, particularly if the company showed an annual return
on investment of 20 percent in its financial statements. In addition, because
discounted return is not equivalent to return on investment, as reported on a
periodic basis, the audit and follow up of investment proposals is made more
difficult. It is questionable whether or not two sets of data should be presented
to management.
Alternate Methods Give Satisfactory Results
The need for discounted return on investment is obviated by the alternate
methods of achieving the same objective. Although the best method for one
company is not necessarily the best for another, the presentation of the data
should be kept simple, with the final conclusions broken down into several elements such as total net and cash income, payback and simple or average return
on investment. Payback, the length of time necessary to recover the initial
investment, can also be used as an easily calculated bench mark to spotlight
projects with long- drawn -out returns. The payback concept is readily understood
by nonaccountants and, when combined with financial return on investment, it
gives a rounded picture of risk and prospective income. The payback calculation
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is affected by only the initial portion of the income stream, but it does not
purport to do more than roughly measure the period of risk of capital. It is
not in itself a measure of income return.
The discounted cash flow return is a little more meaningful when the rate
of return is low than when it is high. When dealing with marginal projects,
the discounted return is comparable to the cost of capital. If a company can
invest its money in bonds at a rate of 5 percent compounded annually, it would
be better off than investing in a project with a discounted return of 4 percent.
As few projects fall in this category, why design a system around an unlikely
situation? Furthermore, the cost of borrowed capital is normally included in
a company's overhead rates. Under these circumstances any project having a
positive return covers the average cost of capital.
To summarize, the discounted cash flow method puts extreme emphasis on
time in the rate of return calculation. The rationale is the acknowledged truth
that the longer you have to wait for income the less its present value. However,
time is just one determinant. Why not treat it as a separate consideration?
Simply by showing the data for each year in tabular form, the pattern of the
income stream may be readily shown. For a large project with the benefits
spread over a number of years, showing the effect of the investment on each
year's operations can be used to illustrate the pattern of the income stream.
The most important part of an investment proposal is a thorough, yet concise,
written explanation of why the investment is necessary, a timetable of what will
be accomplished, why the proposed solution is the best answer to the problem
and what assumptions and risks are involved. Preprinted forms, examples of
which are readily available, help ensure that all the financial, engineering,
manufacturing and sales aspects of a project are covered. In one proposal it
may be that anticipated gains in market position is the key element; in another
the benefit may be a solution of an engineering problem. In other words, in
any given investment proposal, there might be one or several factors that are
much more important for a proper investment decision than return on investment rate.
For the most part, capital is not in such short supply that it must be rationed;
it is good ideas that are in short supply. People can always be found to invest
in sound, well- reasoned projects. A proposal should not be discarded just
because the return op investment is low. Stability, diversification, low risk,
possibility of future growth can be valid reasons for investing in low- return
projects. On the other hand, high- return projects can be excessively speculative,
and by over - emphasizing return on investment, the elements of risk tend to be
played down.
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Besides, discounted return on investment is time - consuming to compute.
Even with the aid of tables, two or three conventional return on investment
calculations can be made in the time it takes to do one discounted investment
computation. Not only does this discourage examining alternate proposals, but
it makes a quick answer to the inevitable last minute questions impossible.
Furthermore, probably few people understand just what discounted return does
to future income except that the discounted return will always be lower than
the nondiscounted return.
Summary
In conclusion, the discounted return on investment is being advocated
on the premise that, by devaluittg estimated dollar amounts of future income in
this manner, it is possible to combine into a single ratio the most significant
aspects of an investment decision. However, rather than simplifying, I believe
that discounted return on investment actually complicates and distorts the
investment picture. In the first place, the discount method is difficult to understand; second, the importance of the income stream patterns is not the same for
all projects; third, the degree of discount is not proportioned to risk; fourth,
the rate of discount is not uniform at similar points in time; fifth, the discounted rate is not comparable to the financial statement rate; sixth, the calculation is time - consuming, and seventh, the "gimmick" quality of a single ratio
detracts from the balanced presentation of an investment proposal.

Direct Costing and Public Reporting
by MAURICE MOONITZ*
ON PAGES 87-88 of N.A.A. Research Report No. 37, "Current Application of Direct
Costing," a statement is ma de with reference to the America n Institute of Certified Public
Accountants' Committee on Accounting Procedure which, we believe, should have some
comment and clarification. The statement reads as follows:
"A statement issued in 1947 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants' Committee on Accounting Procedure is often cited as an opinion to
* Director, Accounting Research, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
New York, N. Y.
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the effect tha t direct costing is not an acceptable practice in external income reporting. However, careful reading of the statement does not seem to bear out
this impression. Beyond stating that the exclusion of a ll overheads from inventory costs does not constitute an accepted accounting procedure,' the opinion gives
no specific indication with respect to what expenditures and charges are considered applicable to inventories. That direct costing was not considered in the
statement is not surprising because very few accountants were then acquainted
with the technique.
"A substantial proportion of the accountants with whom the question was discussed in the course of this study expressed the opinion that the statement can
reasonably be interpreted to include direct costing as an accepted procedure.
Moreover, while 17 of the 50 companies participating in the study report to
stockholders on a direct costing basis, in none of these ca ses had auditors given
a qualified opinion or taken exception to the practice."
The report refers to and quotes from the statement issued by the American Accounting
Association in 1957 and then says:
"Neither of the foregoing committee statements disclose any evidence which
was examined or any reasoning which led to the conclusions stated. Consequently, the statements remain as unsupported opinions which offer little guidance to the accountant who seeks to arrive at a judgment of his own as to
acceptability of direct costing in reporting to stockholders."
Accounting Research Bulletin No. 29, from which the quotation was obtained, was
reconsidered by the committee, and the same language now appears in Paragraph 5 of
Chapter 4 of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43, published in 1953. It is also pertinent to note that this paragraph is preceded by "Statement 3" which reads as follows
(emphasis supplied):
"T he primary basis of accounting for inventories is cost, which has been defined
generally as the price paid or consideration given to acquire an asset. As applied to inventories, cost means in principle the su m of the a pplica ble expenditures and charges directly or indirectly incurred in bringing an article to its
existing condition and location."
Although the committee did not express its opposition to the use of direct costing in
the external financial reports in so many words, there is no doubt but that it did react
unfavorably to such a procedure. The minutes of the committee and the clear recollection of staff members who were present at the meetings through the years indicate that
the question of direct costing was raised from time to time. That the committee did not
express itself at length on the subject is not surprising in view of the small number of
instances in which attempts have been made to use this method of inventory costing in
the balance sheet, and in the light of the committee's negative a ttitu de towa rd it.
Mr. Carma n G. Blough, writing in the April 1955 issu e of the Journal of Accountancy,
page 64, said that "by implication" the committee opposed direct costing in so far as it
affected the financial statements. This statement of the committee's position was discussed at a meeting of the committee shortly before the publication of the article, and
the decision was made to pu rsue the matter no further.
In my opinion, nothing in the accounting research bulletins issued by the Committee on
Accounting Procedure can or should be used to support the use of direct costing in published financial statements.
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An Easy Method for Closely Approximating the
Rate of Return on Investment
by G. EDWARD PHILIPS
CCOUNTING

flected a growing awareness of the importance of the concept of return on
investment. Businessmen want to
make rational choices among alternatives such as "Shall we make it or buy
it ? ", "Shall we replace this equipment
now ? ", or "Shall we use available
funds for this or that project ? ". Return on investment is a basic factor in
making such decisions. Many writers
have emphasized the importance of
taking account of the fact that future
receipts are not the equivalent of present receipts —computations of rate of
return must be time - adjusted. Unfortunately, there is no workable formula
for computing the "true" (time -adjusted) return on an investment, even
for very simple situations. It is necessary to refer to tables of present
values.
As Professor Anthony has pointed
out, it is a fallacy to consider present value techniques "too complicated to
be of use to the businessman."' It
1

appears likely, however, that most
people in the business world would
find it psychologically and practically
easier to use a formula than to consult
a set of tables, even if the formula
took somewhat more time. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate
that a simple "rule -of- thumb" formula
can be used to compute a rate of return on investment which is amazingly
close to the "true" return. The proposed rule of thumb, which is here
referred to as the "two- thirds investment formula," or k , can be stated
simply as:
ke _ S -D
2 C,
13
where
ke= the estimated rate of return on an investment
proposal
e

engineering liter A erature in and
recent years has re-

S = the annual savings or return before depreciation
on the proposal
D = the annual straight -line
depreciation over the expected life of the proposal

"Some Fallacies in Figuring Return on Investment," Robert N. Anthony, N.A.A.

Bulletin, December 1960.

DR. G. EDWARD PHILIPS is Assistant Professor of Accounting, University of California's
School of Business Administration, Los Angeles, California. He received his Ph.D. from
Michigan State University.
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Comparison of the Formulas
Exhibit 1 illustrates graphically the
pattern of relationships among six different formulas for estimating the rate
of return. The graph shows the rate
of return on investment (vertical axis)
that corresponds to useful life in years
(horizontal axis) for an investment
with a payoff period of four years.
Somewhat different percentages would
be shown if a longer or shorter payoff
period were assumed, but the same
general pattern of relationships would
appear.
Exhibit

2

indicates the percentages

,,

that is obtained by using ( SSD
z1
3 C
could be obtained by increasing the
total investment rate by 5 0 percent or
by decreasing the average investment
rate by 25 percent.

that the different formulas give for selected payoff periods and useful lives.
The two exhibits demonstrate that the
two - thirds investment formula rate of
return (k,) is always a reasonable approximation to the "true" return.
Substantial discrepancies appear to
arise when the payoff period is very
short or when useful life is extremely
long, relative to the payoff period, but
these circumstances do not pose as serious a problem as might at first appear. When the payoff period is very
short, useful life has to be only slightly
longer to show an irresistibly high return under any of the methods. In
such a case the importance of accurately estimating useful life is so great
as to far overshadow the problem of
selecting a method for estimating rate
of return. The discrepancies which
arise when useful life is extremely long
(somewhat over 2 0 years), can probably also be safely disregarded on the
grounds that other factors, such as uncertainties connected with long -range
forecasts, become more significant.
The six methods for estimating the
rate of return can be described as follows:
k the "true" rate of return
computed by using tables" of
present value and assuming
that the earnings or savings
n

C = the cost of the proposal .2
The formula proposed is simply a
compromise between two rather well known short -cut methods of approximating the rate of return on investment. These two methods have been
termed the "total- investment formula"
C ) and the "average- investment
C
formula" ( I/2
S -D
C
The same result

2
The symbols used here parallel those used by Professor Gordon, who used a similar
analysis to demonstrate the usefulness, under certain circumstances, of another rule of
thumb —the reciprocal of the payoff period. See Myron J. Gordon, "The Payoff Period
and the Rate of Profit," The Journal of Business, October 1955. It will be observed th2t
it is assumed that the savings will be spread evenly over the life of the proposal and that
residual or scrap value can safely be ignored. When these assumptions cannot reasonably
be made, the computation of rate of return is inevitably somewhat complex.
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A study of these methods reveals
the following:
1. As useful life increases relative to the payoff period, the rate
of return increases (except kp)

starting from a rate of zero when
useful life is equal to the payoff
period.
2. The increase in rate is quite

ka the average - investment formula rate of return
/ S= D \

Ken

(

rapid as useful life increases up to
about two or three times the payoff period and then becomes relatively slight.
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EXHIBIT 2
3 The figures for k.,, and k„ were computed by using tables of present va lu e and by
methods outlined by Charles Christensen in his article, " Construction of Present Value
T abl e s for U se i n E val uat i ng Capi t al I nve st me nt Op po r t u ni t i e s, "
October 1955.
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3. The "true' return (either ka„
or k„,) is substantially always between the average (kJ and total
(kt) investment formula return
(except when the payoff period is
very short).
4. k,„ is always higher than ka,
reflecting the assumption of earlier receipt of the savings or earnings.
5. The two- thirds investment
formula return (kJ lies half -way
between ka and kt, and lies between ka„ and km except that (a)
when useful life is little longer
than the payoff period, ke may be
slightly less than kQ „ and (b)
when useful life is extremely
long relative to the payoff period,
ke may be larger than km.
Advantages of the Two - Thirds
Investment Formula
The p roposed "rule of thumb"
measure of rate of return on investment, k, is theoretically defective in
so far as it is more arbitrary than the
"true" return, and under certain circumstances it can give an estimate
which is far removed from the latter.
In spite of these limitations, ke can be
of tremendous value as a guide to capital investment decisions. The following points in its favor may be noted:
It is both easy to compute and easy
to understand. The only data required
are the three variables in the formula,

ke _ S_D . No tables of present
z3 C
value are involved, and even an unsophisticated businessman can appreciate that rate of return is related to
investment outlay (C), annual earnings or savings (S), and useful life
(reflected in D).
It can safely be used without fear
of serious error. This is a strong statement, but it appears justified. Neither
this method nor any other can guarantee against making a wrong decision,
since forecasts are always involved.
Whenever it is reasonable to expect
earnings to be fairly stable and residual or scrap values to be small, it is
doubtful that more complex computations of rate of return than k, would
be worth the effort. Some possible
objections to this conclusion are discussed in the items which follow.
When the payoff period is very
short (less than two years) very large
differences in rate of return result
from small changes in the forecasts
made of useful life, frequency of receipt, and so forth. For example, with
a payoff period of one year, a change
in estimated useful life of a few
months or a change from the assumption of annual to monthly receipt of
earnings is likely to result in a large
change in estimated rate of return
(Exhibit 2 ) .4 It might be argued

4 No a ttempt ha s been ma de to show the effect of still different a ssu mptions a s to frequency of receipt or of frequency of compounding. Assuming continuous receipt or compounding more frequ ently than annually will give higher "true" returns than those shown
in Exhibits 1 and 2, but it is difficult to imagine a situation in which the differences
would be significant.
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that because of this, the proposed rule
of thumb, kC1 is unsatisfactory when
the payoff period is short, but the pattern of returns shown in Exhibit 2 for
a one -year payoff period supports the
conclusion that ke is not likely to give
a seriously misleading result.
When useful life is only a very little longer than the payoff period, ke
gives what might be considered too
low a rate of return. Exhibit 1 reveals that with a four -year payoff period, ke lies below both "true" returns
(kQ „ and k,,,)until useful life reaches
about 8 years. This, however, is probably not a serious defect. The understatement is always very small in terms
of percentage points; it occurs only
when the rate of return is fairly low
by any method, and it occurs at a
point where a small change in useful
life makes a relatively large difference
in rate of return. Under these circumstances, a small degree of conservatism might be considered desirable.
The most serious obstacle to the
safe use of ke is that it overstates the
return when useful life is very long.
The maximum overstatement is 50
percent of ka,,. Exhibit 2 indicates that
the overstatement of km is never serious when useful life is less than about
20 years. In so far as investment proposals being considered have useful
lives within 20 years, this objection
loses much of its force. In any event,

it is not difficult to use the payoff reciprocal as a maximum rate of return
when an extremely long useful life is
assumed.
Exhibits 1 and 2 disregard the effect
of income taxes on the rate of return,
but this may not be a serious difficulty.
If a 50- percent tax rate is assumed,
, ka, kt and k, are onethe values of kp
half the pre -tax rate of return. So kQ „
and k,n are slightly more than onehalf the pre -tax rate." It appears
doubtful that refined calculations of
after -tax rates of return would result
in large enough differences to justify
the effort, when it is reasonable to assume an even flow of savings and
negligible residual value.
Finally, a rather subjective likely
advantage of k, may be noted. •It is
clear from the above discussion that
any method of calculating rate of return is in some degree arbitrary and
relies heavily on the values assumed
for useful life, amount and flow of
savings, and so forth. No amount of
refined calculation can eliminate the
uncertainty necessarily involved in
making these forecasts and assumptions. There is a danger that an illusion of precision will be created by
complicated computations. Perhaps
one of the important merits of the
simple rule -of -thumb proposed in this
paper is that no one is likely to take
it too seriously.

5 The similarity of the pattern of relationships between k. and k.,, before and after
taxes was demonstrated by Professor Gordon in the article cited above.
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Emphasizing the Marginal Factor in the
Break -Even Analysis
by SIDNEY M. ROBBINS

T ply

may simbe defined as the level of
sales at which profits are zero. Such
a definition misses the significant aspect of the notion —its stress on the
H E B R E A K -E V E N P O I N T

ma rg in .

T h e r e fo r e , a ny definition of

the break -even point must incorporate
the marginal aspect. For this purpose,
the break -even point may be conceived
of as occurring when sales produce a
margin of income above variable costs
that equals the amount required for
fixed expenses.
In any analysis of this subject, care
must be exercised to distinguish between the break -even point calculated
in terms of dollars and of units. To
highlight this distinction, a quick
review of the origin of the two simple and traditional formulas used for
purposes of these calculations may be
in order.
The break -even formula in dollars
is derived as follows:
0= S —VS —F

F —S — VS
F —S(1 —V)
F
=S
1 —V

Expressed in terms of physical
units, the formula may be restated as
follows:
F
1 — vn

— to

sn
F..ns
— st1

n (r — v)
F
J — 11

— n

Where S represents the annual
dollar sales volume at
the break -even point
V represents the percent
of variable expenses to
sales
F represents the annual
dollar volume of fixed
expenses
1 — V represents the percent
marginal income to
sales
v represents variable expenses per unit
J represents sales price
per unit
n represents the number
of units produced at
the break -even point.

DR. SIDNEY M. ROBBINS is Professor of Finance at Graduate School of Business, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. He received his Ph.D. degree from New York University. Dr. Robbins authored "Managing Securities," published by Houghton Mifflin in 1954
and co- authored "Money Metropolis," published by Harvard University Press in 1960. He
has also written a number of articles in various business and professional journals. Dr.
Robbins is a previous contributor to the Bulletin.
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With respect to physical volume, it
makes no difference on the break even point whether the unit sales
price is raised or variable costs are
lowered. Though the dollar volume
break -even point is higher if the sales
price per unit is raised, the physical
volume formula remains unchanged
because it makes no difference whether
the denominator is (s + x) — v or
s — (v — x). To move from physical
volume to dollars, the former figure
need only be multiplied by the sales
price per unit. If the change in the
break -even level is achieved by raising
the sales price, the multiplier is s + x,
whereas if the break -even change is
effected by lowering the variable costs
per unit, the multiplier is s; the former figure clearly will be higher.
Assuming an unchanging unit sales
price and a prescribed relationship between production and costs, the break even chart shows profits resulting
from varying levels of output. This
concept is static; it makes no allowance for the vigor of business activity.
A more dynamic quality may be captured by taking into account changes
in the preconceived assumptions. An
increase in the unit sales price accelerates the rate of growth of sales but
has no direct effect on costs which are
related to the volume of activity
rather than price; a reduction in the
variable costs per unit modifies the
slope of this curve, but does not directly influence sales. In either case,
the point of intersection of the sales54

costs curves, corresponding to the
break -even level is dropped.
The Concept of the Marginal
Income Factor
Thus, changes in either the sales
price or the variable cost per unit
affect the marginal income which, at
any designated level of fixed costs, is
the only factor that influences the
break -even point. In lieu of the marginal income, a more convenient tool
to evaluate these influences on the
break -even point may be the reciprocal of the marginal income, which we
describe as the marginal income factor. Thus, the break -even level may be
determined by multiplying fixed costs,
F, by the reciprocal of the marginal
income,

I

If, for example, fixed

s—v
costs are $100,000, the sales price per
unit is $5.00, and variable costs per
unit are $3.00, the marginal income
is $2,00, the marginal income factor
is .50 and the break -even volume is
50,000 units.
In making pricing decisions, it is
helpful to gauge the effect of any
given change in marginal income on
the break -even point. In the light
of the previous discussion, this relationship may be restated as that between marginal income and its reciprocal. The curve in the chart on Exhibit 1 portrays this relationship.
The base of the chart shows marginal income while the vertical axis
indicates the marginal income factor.
N.A.A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 1

Within given ranges of marginal income, the chart may be constructed
to facilitate rapid determination of
the break -even level. For example,
assume in the previous illustration
that the sales price were raised to
$5.35 and the financial manager desires to ascertain the effect on the
break -even level. At the new marginal income level of $2.35, the chart
indicates the marginal- income factor
is .425 or about 42,500 units.
More importantly, the chart provides a gauge of the extent of the effect that will occur. When the marginal income is small, a slight change
in sales price or variable costs lowers
the break -even point sharply; as the
OCTOBER, 1961

marginal income grows, similar
changes have a decreasing effect. In
general, marginal income changes applicable at the steep end of the curve
provide more effective results.
Certain principles may be drawn
from this analysis of the effect of
changing conditions on a company's
operations. A high break -even point
indicates that a precarious base underlies the earnings position of an enterprise. To reduce this level, the selling price may be increased, variable
costs curtailed, or fixed charges reduced. If the variable costs per unit
are large relative to the selling price,
the first two measures may prove more
effective; under these circumstances,
55

raising the selling price or lowering
variable costs will cause a drop in the
marginal income factor at the steep
end of the curve. Whether it is more
desirable to elevate prices or further
restrict costs depends upon competitive market conditions, the elasticity
of demand for the company's products
and the efficiency of its operation.
When the marginal income pick -up
is relatively great, efforts to lower the
break -even point may be concentrated
more advisedly on dropping the level
of fixed costs.

Symbolizing the Relationships
Management planning now relies
heavily upon the volume- cost -profit
sequences that underlie the break even calculation. The elements may be
symbolized as net profit�—�b(a�—�c)
—�e�where�a�represents�the�unit�sales
price, b the sales volume in units, c
the unit's variable costs, and a fixed
costs; g is any new sales volume in
units. The following table then .summarizes the type of planning decisions to which this approach lends itSelf:

PLAN N I N G D E CI SI ON S FACILITATED BY VOLUME - COST - PROFIT ANALYSES

Information required for planning purposes
How much unit prices may be cut before eliminating their contribution to
covering fixed costs .............
Effect of a projected sales volume on
net profits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percentage by which unit sales must be
mu l ti pli ed to offset a gi ve n (a ssu m e
2 0 / 0 ) cut in unit sales price.....

Percentage by which dollar sales must
be multiplied to offset a given (assu m e 2 0 % ) cu t i n u n i t sa l e s p r i c e . .

Steps to be taken

a — c
g( a � — � c) — e

(a � — � c) � _ � (. 8 0 a � — � c)

8 0 ( a � — � c) � _ � ( . 8 0 a � — � c� )

T o t a l u n i t c o st s a t a p r o p o s e d n e w v o l -

ume level .....................

(e

g) +c

Sales volume in units at the break -even

point . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
These studies have helped spotlight
the importance of marginal analysis.
Management has found that decisions
on product or price alternatives require emphasis on differential rather
than aggregate costs. Analysis of the
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e = (a�—�c)

letter relations in the table suggests
the flexibility of the different aspects
of volume- cost -profit relationships and
helps bring out the nature of these
.� �itionships.
As an illustration, a common use
N.A.A. B U L L E T I N

of the marginal approach is to determine the percentage by which sales
must be multiplied in order to offset
a given percentage cut in the sales
price. In making this determination,
it is easy to confuse the fact that the
gains required are different if one has
in mind unit or dollar sales. To visualize this difference more clearly, the
relationships listed in the preceding
table may be employed.
The percentage by which unit sales
must be multiplied to offset a given
(say 2 0 % ) cut in unit sales price
is given as (a — c) - (.80a — c) ;
the percentage by which dollar sales
must be multiplied to offset the same
cut in unit sales price is shown as
.80(a — c) _ (.80 a — c). It is clear,
therefore, that the percentage by
which dollar sales is multiplied to
offset a given percentage decline in
unit sales must be 80 percent of the
figure by which unit sales is multiplied. In other words, the required
sales percentage increase in units must
be multiplied by one minus the percentage reduction in unit sales price
to obtain the required sales percentage increase in dollars.
This relationship may be checked
by means of the simple example previously cited. With fixed expenses of
$100,000, unit sales price of $ 5
and unit variable costs of $3, the
break -even point is 50,000 units or
$250,000. If the unit sales price is
cut by 20 percent to $4, the new
break -even volume is 100,000 units
OCTOB ER, 1961

or $400,000. To obtain the new break even volume in units, the old volume
figure is multiplied by 200 percent
(5 — 3) and to obtain the new dollar
(4 -3)
volume level, the former figure is
multiplied by 160 percent '80(5 — 3)
(4-3)
or 80 percent of the prior one.
Relationships in
Multi- Product Plants

One of the problems in using the
break -even point lies in the current
trend toward multi - product plants.
Thus, the dollar sales volume and
selling prices may not change, but the
operating profit may be modified by
shifts in the sales mix. Management
may lower the break -even point by
raising the sales of a high -profit margin item while it cuts down on . the
sales of a less profitable item. To
avoid this problem, the financial manager may have to calculate a number
of break -even points for different centers of operation. In these circumstances, he may want to know in advance the conditions under which the
sum of the individual - product break even points would be the same as the
plant -wide figure.
A number of years ago the National
Association of Accountants studied
this problem and concluded that the
sum of the individual - product break even points would not equal the break even point determined on an over -all
basis "... unless the sales figure for
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each product line bears the same percentage to total sales as the individual product break -even point bears to the

over -all break -even point." 1 The following arithmetical illustration was
then used to prove the point:

A
$20
8
6

Sales
Variable costs
Fixed costs
Sales to break even

10

Clearly, the statement is correct. The
sum of the sales to break even for each
of the products equals the break -even
sales figure calculated for all three
products together. The trouble with
this analysis is that it does not go far

B

C

Totals

$100

40

$80
60

30

10

$200
108
46

100
50
40
enough because it relies on an arithmetic illustration to draw a general
principle. Instead of using figures,
letters may be employed to express
the relationships as follows:

PRODUCT

A
Sales
Variable costs
Marginal Income
Fixed costs

B

T otals

a
b
c
d
e
f
a— d b— e c—
g
h
i

The break -even point for each product
is:
a.g
a —d

C

b.h
b —e

c.i
c —f

By using these letters, setting up
the relationships and simplifying
them, interesting results may be obtained.2
First, a shortcoming of an arithmetical statement is its lack of usefulness. It simply explains conditions
that already have been determined
rather than serving to set up guidelines to ascertain in advance what the

a + h + c
d + e + f
(a + b + c ) — (d + e + f )
f
Q + h + 1)
The break -even point on a plant -wide
basis is as follows:
(a +b +c) • ( g +h +i)
(a + b + c) — (d + e + f)
over -all break -even point will be when
the individual - product data are available. By centering on the marginal income notion, the statement may be
placed in more meaningful form. To
calculate the individual break -even
points, the fixed costs and marginal incomes of each product must be known.
On the basis of the preceding relationship, it may then be determined that,

' "T he Analysis of Cost - Volume - Profit Relationships," N.A .(C.) A. Bulletin, Seciton 3,
December 1949.
z Those interested in the mathematics of the relationships a nd the simplifying steps will
find them detailed in Sidney Robbins and Edward Foster, Jr., "Profit- Planning and the
Finance Function," The Journal of Finance. December 1947.
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if the ratios of these two factors are
the same, the sum of the individual
break -even points will approximate
the plant -wide results. In other words,
the ratios of
9
a—d

h
b—

and
e

i
c—f

must be the same for all products. It
will be observed that this relationship
holds true in the arithmetic illustration.
But we can go even one step fur-

ther. Through using a two - product
approach, it can be shown that the
sum of the individual - product break even points will also equal the plant wide figure when the ratios of varid
e
f
able costs to sales, —, — and —,
a
b
c
are the same for all products and that
this relationship is mathematically independent of the preceding one. This
fact may be seen in the following
illustration:

PRODUCT

Sales
Variable costs
Fixed costs
Sales to break even

A

B

$20

$100
60

12
6
15

In this case, the ratios of individual- product sales to total sales are not
the same as the ratios of the individual- product break -even points to the
over -all break -even point. But the
ratios of variable costs to sales are the
same for each product. As a result,
the individual - product break -even
points may be totaled to provide the
plant -wide figure.
Break -Even Analysis and
Profit- Planning
Financial analysts use the break even formula in a number of ways.
As an aid in budgeting, they show
the pre -tax profits generated at various volume levels above the break even point base; when this information is charted, management may deOCTOBER , 1961

10
25

C

Totals

$200

$320

120
40

192
56
140

100

termine at a glance the expected profits relative to the break -even point at
the budget volume and the effect of
variations from this figure. A factor
of safety may be constructed from the
relationship between actual production
and the volume at break -even level
over a period of time. Relative efficiency may be checked by comparing
the dates during each year when the
break -even production is reached.
As a tool of profit planning, the
break -even technique has important
limitations. Many costs and the components of these costs do not fall into
neat black or white fixed or variable
categories but are rather gray -hued,
partaking of the characteristics of both
types; the identification of costs with
given output rates obscures the range
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of relationships that may exist; the
assumption of constancy in unit selling prices, technologies and the operating environment is unreal. Another
difficulty, as has been mentioned, is
the current trend towards multiproduct plants.
When the results of break -even
analysis are presented as a graph,
which is commonly done, the summarization of diverse activities into a
few neat lines oversimplifies the intricacies of business relationships. On
the other hand, the simplicity of these
charts represents one of their great
values. Because they are easy to understand, the charts provide a helpful mechanism for portraying to top
management the problems inherent in
volume- cost -profit relationships. Some
companies, as a result, find them extremely useful planning devices. In
other instances, the formal diagramming of sales and costs is never used
and there even may be little reference
to specific break -even points in operational analyses.
The variation in employment of
break -even point graphs may be explained by the differences in the background, training and interests of financial executives. But these differences in practice are not significant because the chart technique of break even analysis is only a form of presentation. More essentially, the concept is concerned with the decomposition of costs into their essential ele-

ments and the determination of their
relationships with sales or some other
measure of output. In this broader
sense, there is unity in the approach
which has gained popularity, despite
the diverse technical aids used, such
as graphs, tables, statistical equations,
and revamped profit and loss statements that differentiate between variable and fixed costs.
By focusing attention on marginal
income, break -even studies avoid vexing problems of allocating fixed costs
which do not change with volume or
price variations.' By cutting the ties
that link these analyses with the chart
form and minimizing the traditional
emphasis on the point of no- return,
the technique is broadened to include
the general area of volume- cost -profit
investigations. In planning short -term
strategies, these studies are helpful to
determine the direction of sales efforts and to establish volume requirements.
Marginal income analysis directs attention to cost differentials which,
rather than total costs, are influential
in determining alternative courses of
action. By this means, new light is
cast on the profitability of product
lines, and pricing problems may be resolved into policy action. Moreover,
when relationships are expressed in
terms of letters rather than figures,
more meaningful results may be ascertained. Thus, an important administrative tool may be made available.

' Full-product costs are still necessary for purposes of cost analysis and
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pricing.
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Effect of Product Mix Changes on Profit Variance
by LOUIS S. DRAKE
in the September
I 1960 N.A.A. Bulletin,
Daniel Lip-

there is often interest in two measures
of sales: units and dollar volume. In
sky clearly summarizes kinds of vari- some industries the total result of
ances of concern to cost accountants month's operations is reported in units,
and shows how variances are properly such as home appliances, window air
assigned to single and joint causes.
conditioners, tons of steel mill prodThe purpose of this paper is to offer ucts, pounds of copper and steel wire,
an explanation and method of calcu- and gallons of gasoline and oil. Allation of product mix variance, and to though for financial analysis, such reillustrate assignment of product mix sults must be converted to dollars and
variance to products. This form of cents, the physical measure of sales is
variance in profit is of great interest often of high significance as a measto the sales department and to account- ure of performance. There are many
uses for analyzing variances from
ing and profit analysis.
It is a frequent condition that budget and changes in market patterns
whether "volume" is "favorable" or according to numbers of units and ac"unfavorable," the change in character cording to dollar volume.
of sales is equally or more significant.
In our analysis, two methods of calFor instance, in automobiles, a greater culating product mix variance are
proportion of sales presently consists shown. "Variance" referred to here
of smaller models; in the home fur- concerns the difference in profit from
nishings business, possibly there is a budget. Four kinds of variance —voltrend toward more expensive and du- ume, product mix, price and direct
rable items, carrying a higher profit costs —will be discussed. Variances
margin per unit, even though unit due to deviations in period costs from
sales may not be impressive. Thus, budget will not be treated.
a

N HIS ARTICLE

1

"The Dimensional Principle in the Analysis of Variance," Daniel Lipsky, N.A.A.

Bulletin,September 1960.

DR. LOUIS S. DRAKE is a Research Associate, Department of Economic Research, American Medical Association, Chicago, Illinois. Previously, Dr. Drake was engaged in economic analysis for Calumet and Hecla, Inc., and taught at the Michigan College of Mining
and Technology. His graduate training was at Michigan State and Comell Universities,
specializing in economics and statistics.
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V ari ance s of Act ual From Budge t i n P ri ce ,
Vari ab le Cos t, Volume and Prod uct Mi x

Budge t

Pri ce

Vari ab le
cost

Volume

Product
mix

Vari abl e
ma r gi n

Vari abl e
profit

Product A

30

20

120

0.60

10

1200

B

50

30

80

0.40

20

1600

38

24

200

1.00

14

2800

Product A

35

21

150

0.68182

14.00

2100

B

45

33

70

0.31818

12.00

840

38.18

24.82

220

1.00000

13.36

2940

Total
A c t u al

Total

EXHIBIT 1

To demonstrate the relationship between volume and product mix, we
set up an example in which there are
two products, A and B. Variable costs
for both products were higher than
budget. Volume and product mix deviated from budget in the case of both
products. Product mix variance first is
calculated with reference to unit sales.
Then, product mix is defined as the
proportion of dumber ofunits of each
product to the total. The sum of the
product mix coefficients or numbers
for the different products always adds
to 1.000. Product mix can be defined
for any product as the ratio of the
number of units of that product to all
products budgeted or actually sold.
Thus, total budgeted sales are 200
units (Exhibit 1), of which 120 are
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Product A. Therefore, the budgeted
coefficient of product mix for Product
A is .0.60, (120/200), Actually,
however, 150 units of A were sold
out of total sales of 220. Dividing
150 by 220, actual product mix for A
was 0.68182.
Exhibit 1 illustrates that product
mix is the volume ratio for a particular product. As may be anticipated,
product mix is closely related to volume, but is far from being identical
with it. The direction of change of
variable profit due to product mix, for
instance, as the example shows, can be
strongly in the opposite direction from
the effect of volume.
Since our interest is in calculation
of variance due to product mix alone,
Exhibit 2 shows a simple case in which
N.A.A. BULLETIN
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V a r i a n c e s Co nf i n e d t o V o l um e an d P r od uc t Mix
A c t u a l P r i c e s a n d V a r i a b l e C o s t s a s B u d ge t e d

B u d ge t

Price

Va r i ab l e
co st

Vol ume

Product
mix

Va r i ab l e
margi n

Variable
pro fit

Product A

30

20

12 0

0.6

10

12 0 0

B

50

30

80

0.4

20

16 0 0

38

24

200

1.00

14

28 00

Product A

30

20

15 0

0. 68182

10

15 00

B

50

30

70

0. 31818

20

1400

36. 36

23.18

1.0000

13.18

2 9 00

T ot al
Ac tu al

T otal

22 0

EXHIBIT 2

variances are confined to volume and
product mix only. There are no variances in prices or direct costs to confuse the issue. Note that in Exhibit 2 ,
it is said that there is no variance by
price or variable cost. It is not possible to accurately first eliminate certain variances to simplify analysis of
those remaining. Variances are all tied
together and must be solved simultaneously for truly correct results. With
or without computers, doing this is
not difficult.
All of the variances due to all factors are calculated under the "product
unit" method by multiplying together,
for each product, a string of terms
containing volume, product mix, selling price and direct cost. Each term
contains the budgeted value and the
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change from budget to actual which
can be represented by a delta change.
Since, in the example in Exhibit 2
there are no variances due to price and
variable costs, all the variances can be
derived by multiplying, for each product, the budgeted volume plus the
variation from budget in volume times
one plus the ratio change in product
mix. As, presumably, the numbers of
units of products sold will be known
concurrently with sales and all other
data necessary to the monthly operating statement and its analysis, product
mix variance should not necessarily be
a deterrent to rapid reporting and appraisal of results.
Let us go back to the multiplication
process mentioned above in order to
make it clear: Consider volume and
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product mix as factors. Then total vol-

in A or B, we can proceed to the prob-

ume times product mix ( A) equals

lem of variance in volume and prod-

volume of Product A. Referring to
the budgeted volume (Exhibit 2) of

uct mix. In this example, the A's
refer to differences in actual from

200, multiplying by 0.6 (which is A's
budgeted product mix number), the
budgeted volume of Product A of 120
is derived. As in elementary algebra
where, A x B — AB and (A plus
,! s A) x (B plus p B) — AB plus

A plus A p B plus A A A B,
where delta ( A ) signs mean change

6A

budget. Thus: (Budgeted vol. A plus
Volume change

A)

x (On e

plus

Product mix change A) equals the
budgeted volume of Product A plus
all of the variances. To be specific
the number will now be inserted and
the meaning of each indicated:

Product A:
x (1.00000
pl u s 0 . 1 3 6 3 6 )
(120
plus 120 x 0.10)
Budgeted
Change in A Bu dgeted sales Ratio by which A's
Volume (1) due to vol- of A in relation product mix num-

ume (2 )

to Product mix ber deviates from
A (3)
budget (4)
— 150.000 Units

(1 ) Self- evident
(2 ) From Exhibit 2, the unit volume deviation of actual from budget
for all products combined is plus ten percent. Two hundred and

twenty units were sold, compared with a budget of 200 units. Unless
volume is regarded as an effect which, on an over -all basis, indicates
performance above or below budget, it cannot be separated from
product mix.
( 3 ) Sales of A are budgeted at 120; this is 0.6 of all unit sales. The
budgeted product mix is equal to one in relation to itself.
(4 ) Is calculated by dividing A's actual product mix by A's budgeted
product mix and subtracting one. (From Exhibit 2: 0.68182 divided
by 6.00 — 1.13636, less 1.00 — 0.13636. This is the relative change
in A's product mix number.
To recapitulate, all of the basic
4. Ratio of A's actual product
data that are needed for the above
mix to budgeted product mix.
computation are:
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Multiplying the terms in the above

1. Budgeted volume of Product

equation, we get A's contribution to

A.
l . Percent (ratio) by which total sales deviated from budget.
3. Ratio of A's budgeted unit
sales to all unit sales budgeted.

unit variance in volume, and the degree to which A's particular volume
was either increased or decreased by
variance from budget in product mix:
N.A.A. BU L L E T I N

plus

Budgeted
sales A

12

plus 16.3636

A's contribution to
increased

Increase in A sales
by deviation in product mix applied to
budgeted volume

Vol.

Performing the same operations on
sales of Product B, always paying at(1

tention to plus and minus signs:
0.204546)
-- 16.3637

1.6364

—

plus 80.0 x 0.10)
8
plus

Increase in A sales
by change in volume timer change
in product mix

—

(80
—80

plus 1.6363 — 150.000 units

=

120

Budget

Product
mix effect

Volume
effect

70.000

Volume
times
Product mix
effect

Total of both products:
plus 20

plus 0

Budgeted Increase in
volume
volume

plus 0

=

200

No net changes in unit
sales due to product
mix. More units or less
will not be sold because
of changes in proportions of products

It is necessary to interpret the above
unit variances in terms of profit vari•
antes —in this case, variable profit
variances. All that is required is multiplying the different "effects" above
for each product, by the budgeted
spread between variable cost and price.
As previously stated, to bring o -at the

220.000

Total
unit
sales

special relationships between volume
and produ -t mix variances, we have
assumed that actual prices and variable
costa are the same as budgeted.
Proceeding, with variable profit per
unit of A equaling $10 and of B $20
(Exhibit 2):

A: 120 x $10 plus 12 x $10 plus 16.3632 x $10 plus 1.6363 x $10
$1200 plus $120 plus $163.63 plus $16.37 $1500
Using $20: $1600 plus $160 $327.27 $32.73 $1400
Total:
$2800 plus $280 $163.64 $16.36 $2900
—

—

=

—

—

=

=

_

B:

Budgeted
profit
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Increase in
profit by
volume

Decrease
in profit
by product
mix

(Vol. effect)

(Prod. mix
effect)

Decrease by
change in
volume times
changein
product mix
(Vol. times
product mix
effect)
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Analyzing the variances:
Increase by volume
$280.00
Decrease by product mix
— 163.64
Decrease by the combination of volume and product mix — 16.36
Net variance of profit

plus

$100.00

Varian ce in Profit by V olume and Product Mix
Calculat ed by Me thod of Treating Product Mix
Asa Resi dual

$2800.00

V ari abl e profi t pe r budge t
Variable profi t per

profit and loss statement

100.00

$

I n c r e a s e in p l an t p ro f i t

2900.00

Sal e s volume
$7600.00
8000.00

&

P & L B udge t
P
L Statement

400.00

$

I n c r e a s e in s a l e s
V ari abl e prof i t pe rc e nt age
f r o m B u d ge t

36.8421%

I n c r e a s e due to s a l e s vo l u me :

$ 147.37

T ot al i n c r e a s e i n p l a n t p r o f i t
I n c r e a s e du e t o v o l u m e

$

Prod uct mix:

(47. 37)

De creas e due t o product mix
V ari abl e prof i t pe rc e nt age
from budget
V ar i a bl e p ro fi t p e r ce n t a ge
fro m state ment

36.8421%
36. 250%
00. 5921%
$8000.00

L statement:

De cr e as e in profit due to
to p rod uct mix

(47. 37)
$

N e t i n cr e a s e in p ro fi t

100.00

$

&

Decre as e:
Sales, P

100.00
147. 37

100.00

EXHIBIT 3
66
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Had there been no variance in
product mix but only variance of plus
ten percent in volume, profit would
have been higher by $280 or 10 percent, which is obvious.
Unfavorable change in product mix
was responsible for a $180 reduction
in profit, thus offsetting more than
half of the effect of volume, taken by
itself, on profit. The failure of Product B to maintain its budgeted product
mix in actual sales cost $327 in profits.
In the second method, it is not
necessary to have a physical count of
sales. It is necessary only to know
sales dollars and direct costs. Sales
volume is expressed in dollars, not
physical units. This approach can be
applied to the example to produce a

correct mix variance figure as outlined
in Exhibit 3. The only difficulty with
this approach is that it does not assign
product mix effects to products.
The difference between this and the
former method rests in the fact that,
total sales being reported only in dollars, product mix, thus, is now somewhat of an abstraction since we do not
know the effects of products or product
lines —only the net effect of the aggregate sales.
The second method says, correctly,
that variance in profit is a function of
the variances in sales times the variances in the profit percentage of sales.
To illustrate the example given in Exhibit 2 this can be diagrammed as
shown in Exhibit 4.

$8,000

1

(36.8424
$400)
= $147.37

$6,000
36.8421
Sale s

Volume v a r i a n c e s :
x

$7600

`

36.250%

Prod uct mix va rian ce :

$4,000

A

8 , 0 0 0 + - 36.842y6) x
$ 8 ,0 00 = - $ 47.37

$2,000 —
0

I
0

10

20
30
40
50
Pe r Cent P r o f i t o f S a l e s

60

Difference: P ro fi t
V ar i an ce - $ 1 00 .0 0

EXHIBIT 4
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V a r i a n c e s Co nfi ne d to V o l u m e an d P r o d u c t M i x Vol ume an d Pro duc t M ix V a r i a n c e s Calculate d in T e r m s of Sale s Do l la r s

Price

Variable
cost

Dollar
val ue

Product
mix

A

30

20

120

3600

0.473685

33.333

1200

B

50

30

80

4000

0.526315

40.000

1600

38

24

200

7600

1.00000

36.842

2800

A

30

20

150

4500

0.56250

33.333

1500

B

50

30

70

3500

0.43750

40.000

1400

38

24

220

8000

1.00000

36.250

2900

Bu d ge t

Tot al

Units

Per ce nt variable
p r o f i t of s a l e s

Variable
profit

Actual

Total

Ra t i o o f A 's a c t u a l d o l l a r p r o d u c t m i x t o b u d ge t e d p r o d u c t m i x ( n u m b e r ) i s 0. 56250 +

0. 473685,

= 1. 18750.

Ratio of B's ac tu al dollar pro duc t m ix to budge te d pr o du c t m i x ( n um b e r ) is 0. 43750

0. 526315,

= 0. 83125

To tal p e r ce n t i n c r e a s e in s a l e s ,

ove r budge t is (8000 t

7600 -1)

X

100,

= 5.263%

t
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ance in sales due to volume and to
product mix are set up in a fashion
parallel to the equations for getting
sales variances in terms of units as
was dune earlier:
For A:
(3600 + 3600 x 0.05263)
x
(1.000 + 0.18750) = 4500

For B:
(4000 + 4000 x 0.05263)
x
(1.000 — 0.16875) = 3500

Breaking out the products of multiplication:
3600.00

=

For A:
budgeted sales

189.47

=sales variance due
to volume

675.00

sales variance due
to product mix

=

mix

Now we shall analyze product mix,
by products, under the per- dollar -ofsales method of calculating product
mix variance (Exhibit 5).
According to dollars of sales, actual
volume was up from budget by 5.263
percent (actual $8,000 budget $7,600). Thus ''volume effect'' for both
product lines A & B is 5.263 percent.
Product
differed from budget in
the following way: A's budgeted product mix number (ratio) was 0.473685,
obtained by dividing A's budgeted dollar sales ($3,600) by total budgeted
dollar sales ($7,600). A's actual product mix was 0.562500. B's budgeted
and actual, of course, were 1 minus
the above values for A.
To set up the multiplication to assign product mix to prod4tcts, we need
also to know the ratio changes of product mix numbers —that is, between
budget and actual. A's ratio change
was plus 0.18750, obtained by dividing
the actual product mix number by the
budgeted number and subtracting one.
B's ratio of actual to budgeted product
mix was 0.83125; change in the ratio
was minus 0.16975.
The basic requirements of the operation are given in Exhibit 5, which is
adapted Exhibit 2, to give the data
necessary to assign product mix to
Products A and B on the basis of
dollars of actual sales as compared
with dollars of budgeted sales. Both
volume and product mix are calculated
on the basis of dollars rather than
units. The equations for getting vari-

sales variance due
to the combination of the two
above variances
4500.00 = actual dollar sales
of A
35.53 =

For A: To calculate the variance in
profit due to factors, multiply by the
percent budgeted profit of sales which,
for simplicity, we are taking to be the
actual:
3600

x 33.33% =

1200.00

budgeted variable

profit
189.47 x 3 3.3 3 Jo =
63.16 variance due to

volume
675.00 x 33.33°fo =

variance due to
product mix
225.00
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3500.00 = actual dollar sales

35.53 x 33.33% =
11.84 combination variance

of B
For B, applying the budgeted percent
profit on sales to determine variances
in variable profit:

Total variable profit for A
$1500.00 (as shown in
Exhibit 5 )

4000.00 x 40% —
1600.00 budgeted variable

For B, showing the products of multiplication:

profit
210. 52 x 40 % _
84.21 profit variance due

4000.00 = budgeted sales
210.52 = sales variance due

to volume

to volume

— 675.00 x 40afo —
— 270.00 profit variance

— 675.00 = sales variance due

to product mix

due to product mix
— 35.52 x 40/0 =
— 14.21 profit variance

— 3 5.5 2 = sales variance due

to combination of
volume and product mix

due to combination of
volume and product mix

Total variable profit for B 1400.00
(as shown in Exhibit 5 ).
Variable profit

Per

budget

Volume
variance

Product mix
variance

Combination
variance

63.16
84.21

225.00
- 270.00

11.84
—14.21

Total

2800

147.37

45.00

2.37

It is noted that the volume variance,
now analyzed by parts, is identical with
that shown in Exhibit 3. What is
called "product mix variance" in Exhibit 3 actually is the sum of product
mix variance plus the combination
variance.
This can be interpreted to mean
that the shift in sales dollar ratios cost
$45 in variable profit. In view of the

—

1200
1600

—

B

A
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Combining products A and B to
show total effects of variances:

volume actually obtained, the failure
of Product B to maintain its product
mix according to budget, cost $270 in
profit. The improvement in product
mix for A, taken separately, produced
$225 in profit. The above net effects
and countereffects of product mix
were in addition to the effect of volume which, taken separately, increased
profit by almost $150.
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Digest of N.A.A. Research Report No. 38

Cash Flow Analysis for Ma na ge ri al Control

Presented below is a digest of findings in a new N.A.A. research study.
A full report will be published about October 15, 1961. At that time
an announcement of the report with a convenient order card will be
mailed to each member of the Association. You may receive one copy
of the report without charge by returning this card. Copies of the
report are also available to non - members at 32.00 per copy. Members
may obtain additional copies at the same price.

report presents techniques used to collect and to report financial data
T relevant
to the management of cash assets of a business. In brief, these techHIS

niques consist of:
Short period cash forecasts and cash budgets
Long range cash forecasts
3. Reports for communicating cash flow data and position figures.
1.

2.

Such techniques support practical methods for accelerating cash flow and improving the utilization of cash. To increase the accountant's effectiveness as an
active participant in financial management, some of these methods are also
briefly described. Material presented in the report is drawn largely from practices reported by 42 companies.
Management's Uses for Cash Flow Data
Financial management is responsible for seeing that a company has sufficient
cash at the time and place needed to meet obligations. In addition, all members of the top management group should be aware of the need to maintain
a rate of cash flow which enables the company to keep abreast of technological
advances and growth in its industry. Effe -tive discharge of these responsibilities
requires both historical data and forecasts of future cash flows and cash balances. However, accounting procedures designed to measure periodic income
and financial position do not provide all of the relevant information and specialized records, forecasts, and reports are needed.
While a few of the companies participating in this study have used forecasts of cash flows for many years, most of these companies have developed
procedures for this purpose only within recent years. The principal factors
OCTOBER, 1961
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explaining this observation have been need for funds to support growth
and emphasis by management on improving rate of return on assets employed.
The experience of companies participating in the study shows substantial accomplishment from improved management of cash assets supported by relevant
and timely cash forecasts and reports.
Short Period Cash Forecasts
In order to plan for disbursements, transfers of cash between locations, and
temporary investment of cash, financial management needs forecasts of cash
flows and cash balances for various periods within a year. Where cash is scarce
or cash balances are intentionally held to a minimum, daily or weekly forecasts
are commonly used. These forecasts cover forward periods ranging from one
to six weeks. Forecasts for such short periods are prepared by scheduling anticipated cash receipts and disbursements. Short period forecasts can usually
be made with considerable precision because forecasted receipts come principally from receivables already on the books and disbursements are determinable
from invoices already received, from payrolls determined by production scheduled, and from other commitments which are known.
For purposes such as disclosing periods when cash will be available for investment or periods when short term loans will be needed to supplement the
company's own cash resources, monthly cash forecasts are generally used. As
with other components of the budget, monthly cash forecasts are often revised
and extended each quarter to maintain an outlook for the coming twelve months.
In other cases, the period covered by the cash forecast corresponds to the seasonal cycle of working capital turnover, a new forecast is made for each cycle.
Monthly and annual cash forecasts are sometimes prepared by forecasting
receipts and disbursements, but more often these forecasts proceed by adjusting
budgeted net income to an approximate cash basis and then adding or deducting changes in assets and liabilities which are not reflected in current income.
Cumulative forecast figures for the year to date are usually more reliable than
figures for individual months, because errors in forecasting the timing of cash
flows tend to offset. Similarly, company representatives preparing cash forecasts
often stated that relationships based upon comparatively broad totals are preferable to forecasts of many individual items in detail because totals can be more
reliably predicted than can the component items.
Daily and weekly forecasts together with reports of actual cash balances for
like periods are primarily working tools used by company personnel directly
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responsible for cash management functions. On the other hand, monthly and
annual cash forecasts are included in financial reports received by all members
of the top management group. Executives with broad responsibility for coordinating all aspects of a company's operations usually wish to know cash
position at frequent intervals.

Improving Utilisation of Cash
The accountant is closely associated with management of cash. For this reason, the report summarizes practices which companies participating in the study

have employed to improve utilization of their cash. In a large measure, operation of these practices rests upon information obtained through cash forecasting
and reporting procedures. As an example, centralized management of cash in
a company with decentralized operations requires a systematic plan of cash forecasting to keep the central treasurer's office informed of the amounts and timing of needs for cash at all locations. Procedures for reporting collections and
for making collected cash promptly available to the treasurer are also needed.
The amount of cash required to support operations can be reduced by procedures which make receipts available for use at an earlier date, postpone reduction of bank balances for disbursements, and reduce the amount of cash
carried in banks and imprest funds. Among methods for speeding up collections are improved billing methods, better credit and collection practices, and
earlier collection of proceeds from customers' checks. Attention to planning
and scheduling of disbursements can also disclose ways to conserve cash.
Possession of cash has costs as well as advantages and the report describes
analytical and measurement tools to assist management in determining optimum
balances to be maintained in cash funds and bank accounts. Since a cash balance serves as a reservoir in which receipts are accumulated for future use, cash
flow forecasts are the principal technique for ascertaining adequacy of the balance to meet anticipated disbursements. The additional amount of cash retained
as a buffer against uncertainty in forecasts is determined by judgment. Prompt
access to credit can reduce the size of the protective cash balance required.
The need to keep balances which adequately compensate banks for the services they render is important in management of a company's bank accounts.
The study shows that some of the participating companies systematically estimate profitability of their accounts to banks to guide financial management in
maintaining satisfactory banking relations. Review of bank activity costs has also
stimulated some companies to find ways to spend less on cash functions.
OCTOBER. 1961
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Long Range Cash Forecasts
Long range forecasts of cash flows are a tool to aid in the financial planning
which accompanies investment in long -lived assets and also in activities such
as research where the cycle from cash outlay to cash recovery extends over several years. Such forecasts are useful both in selecting the individual projects
which promise to be most advantageous and in planning to provide the cash.
The period covered by long range forecasts used by companies participating
in the study usually ranges from three to five years. While projections for longer
periods are sometimes made, figures for the more distant years have low reliability because trends in sales, technology, and other key factors are uncertain.
Summary Reports of Cash Flow for Management
Cash flow reports used by companies participating in this study fall into
two types, viz., ( 1 ) short period summaries of cash receipts and disbursements,
and (2 ) longer period summaries of transactions underlying financial changes.
Short period reports usually show forecasts by days or weeks of cash receipts,
disbursements, and balances for periods ranging from one to three months
ahead. These reports are used principally by financial executives directly responsible for management of cash.
Reports covering longer periods and a broader scope of transactions are prepared for information of all members of the top management group. These
reports complement the other principal financial statements by showing how
operations of the company have been or will be financed. The term funds rather
than cash is often used in describing these statements because they do not always distinguish cash from other financial assets (e. g. receivables) which also
represent purchasing power available for disposition during the period. However, cash or funds flow statements prepared for internal use usually differ from
the statements of sources and applications of working capital included by some
companies in published financial statements. The study indicates that management finds little use for the latter type of statement.
Reports seen in the field study usually tie in with opening and closing cash
balances. Sources and uses of funds are summarized in significant classes.
Thus major sources generally are cash generated by operations, by borrowing,
and by sale of capital stock. Uses of funds are commonly grouped under investments in the business (plant and equipment, working capital, other assets),
payments to suppliers of capital for interest, debt reduction, and dividends, payment of taxes, and miscellaneous items of material size. While cash flow reported is an approximation rather than an exact figure, it appears to be precise enough for the intended purposes.
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Manpower Planning and Control for
Engineering Projects
by JOSEPH F. WHITNEY
a strong
T influence over thewields
acquisition of
HE CONTROLLER

machinery, tools and facilities in any
corporation. It is his responsibility to
recommend only those items which
will receive maximum utilization and
so generate a reasonable return for the
investment. In the light of present day corporate complexities, I feel that
the controller has the further responsibility of offering recommendations
in the hiring and usage of manpower.
He and his staff should enter boldly
into the field of manpower control
in order to fully discharge all facets
of their duties. This is especially so
where highly -paid manpower is the
principal cost as in most engineering
contracts.
Since engineering effort is difficult
to measure, the problem of determining manpower requirements or new
work requirements for the engineering division is quite complicated. In
a manufacturing division the workload
can be developed from the blacklog
of business, then converted into machine load or assembly hours, thus
providing an output that is easily
measured. In those portions of the
engineering division which are concerned primarily with research and
development work, the backlog of
work is never definite; it is extremely

difficult to project how long it will
take to prove the feasibility of an
idea and then, again, how long it will
take to turn this idea into something
tangible that can be built at a reasonable cost. Nevertheless, management
must know the manpower requirements or new work requirements for
every division if they are to make any
plans for the future of the company.
In addition to the requirement for
control stated above, realistic manpower projections are also required
for the following reasons:
If the financial division
is going to prepare realistic budgets, it must
know the manpower
plan for the company
and must be able to
equate the variances from
the budgets back to the
variances in applied manpower.
2. The marketing division
must know the status of
programs at all times,
what type of work it
should be soliciting and
when this work will be
needed to keep all
the divisions productively
employed.
3. Because the acquisition
of good talent requires
1.

JOSEPH F. WHITNEY,

Binghamton Chapter. 1958, is Project Manager of a Financial
Control Group, IBM Corporation, Oswego, N. Y. He was formerly Project Manager of
the Budget Department and the Manpower and Facility Control Department at the same
location. Earlier, he was with Ford Motor Company. Mr. Whitney was graduated from
Niagara University with a B.B.A. degree. He also attended Michigan University.
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a long lead time, the
personnel department
must know well in advance what requirements
the various divisions will
have for additional manpower.
4. The industrial engineering organization must be
kept advised of any
changes in the organization population in order
to ensure adequate facilities for all employees.
To determine an engineering division's manpower requirements and to
provide the division with enough
flexibility to be able to change these
requirements as the various jobs progress, the system of manpower control described in the following paragraphs is recommended.
Manpower Projections
and Reporting
At the time of the preparation of
a proposal for new work, the manpower projected is as realistic a picture as can be obtained. However,
once work begins on any project, the
manpower requirements can change.
In some instances, this change will be
in a significant manner that may
drastically alter the manpower situation for the entire facility. For example, a major break - through may
reduce the proposed manpower requirements by half or an unforseen
problem may arise that will require
engineering effort to continue long
after its was planned to "phase out"
to another program. Even small
changes in many programs can have
a large effect on the total. Since most
of the individual manpower projec76

tions are for a one -year period of time
or longer, there can be many changes
as the work progresses. These changes,
while they may affect the manpower
forecast, do not always affect the total
cost of the program. Therefore, rebudgeting of the entire program, in
cluding the elements of cost, is not
warranted; yet a new projection of
manpower requirements is necessary.
To keep abreast of these changes
so that management can be advised
of the manpower situation on a current basis, a procedure utilizing data
processing equipment can be employed. Under this procedure the
manpower situation is reported by
program to the division which reprojects, on a quarterly basis, the manpower requirements for the next
twelve months.
The initial requirements projected
for a program are never changed unless there is change in the scope of
work in the program. This basic projection is called "manpower coverage"
on the monthly report shown in Exhibit 1. "Manpower applied" shows
manpower devoted from inception of
the program to date and the last three
months' applications by month. This
report, updated with the latest
month's "actual ", is sent to the engineering division on a monthly basis
for review. Each quarter, the division
reviews its progress and reprojects on
the line labelled "revised requirements." This line will differ from the
coverage line; however, the manpower application from inception to
date, plus the new requirements projection, should add up to the total of
the coverage line. If it does not, then
an over -run or an under -run on the
program is indicated and is therefore
investigated.
N.A.A. BULLETIN

If it is determined that there will
be an over -run or an under-run in
manpower on the program, the elements of cost in the program are
analyzed to determine whether or not
the program can be completed within
the total dollars provided. Even if
this proves to be the case, it is the
manpower group's responsibility to
investigate the situation and advise
management of the over -runs so that
corrective action can be taken. The
in fo r ma t i o n
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When the engineering division prepares a new budget for one of the
many different types of research and
development projects, it includes in
the budget the manpower requirements by month for the first twelve
months and by quarter for the remaining time. The manpower projection is forwarded to the manpower
control group, which advises management of the manpower impact of this
new budget. This is done by plotting
the projected workload on top of the
presently committed workload (Exhibit 2) and the result is compared
against the planned population for the
division.
New quotations that have been
submitted but have not yet materialized into firm programs are assigned
a percent of probability of materializing and any with a confidence level
of over 805/r is placed on the chart
to depict the probable manpower requirements. Close cooperation between
the marketing division and the finan•
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EXHIBIT 2

cial group is required to make sure
that this confidence level and the
probable requirements are reasonable
assumptions.
After management has reviewed
and accepted these projections, the
future population is determined, giving consideration to subcontracting
portions of the workload or sharing
it with some other company facility.
Then the manpower group advises
the personnel department of the hiring program to be planned, the industrial engineering organization of the
number of people, for determination
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of space requirements, the budget
group for the cash and revenue projections for the programs, and the
marketing division so that it will have
previous knowledge of what the current manpower status on the programs
is and what areas will require additional business and when. Any large
change in these projections may
greatly affect the financial projections
for the engineering division; therefore, the financial group must watch
all projections closely to be certain
that they are in line with the planned
workload for the division.
N.A.A. BULLETIN

Pofenfial for Advance
Planning by Skills

three months to be listed, analyzed,
summarized, and charted. If projecting by skills, it would involve about
While this method of manpower 100 departments projecting against
control is highly effective, greater use about 50 projects for the same period
of data processing equipment would
of time, plus breaking down each
make it even more valuable, because
projection into a minimum of 8 skills,
more detail would be made readily
or 480,000 individual projections
available. For example, while the
every three months.
total number of personnel available
By knowing which required skills
may be sufficient to provide the proare
not available at the time of bidjected number of personnel for any
ding
on a program, the personnel orgiven project, there is still the posganization
can do advance planning in
sibility that some of the specific skills
much
more
detail than in the past; the
required for the project will not be
likelihood
of
obtaining the needed
available. The skill requirement could
special
skills
is
greatly increased. In
be determined by expanding this proaddition, a manpower projection by
gram.
There is, of course, the question as skills will show what skills will not
to whether additional information is have a full workload; thus, the need
definitely required and whether it war- for additional work for these areas
rants the additional effort. If it does, can be better understood and action
the manpower projections may be can be taken well in advance to
broken down into specific skills re- remedy the situation.
In any event, manpower itself is an
quired; then these projected skill requirements may be matched against element that must be controlled the
the skills available. This procedure same as any element of cost, such as
entails a large volume of numbers that the dollars for labor, burden, matecan be handled efficiently only by data rials, and capital equipment. Manprocessing equipment. For example, power is of concern to the controller
the present method may involve over of any corporation and is, therefore,
an area that accountants should ac100 departments projecting against 50
projects for a twelve -month period of quaint themselves with, so they may
time, or a maximum of 60,000 indi- render a greater service to managevidual manpower projections every ment.
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Extending Your Accounting Education
by J. F. BIENZ*
H A V E I N T E R V I E W E D many candidates for prospective accounting positions who have
been graduated from two-year business colleges. One question I ask each of these men
is, "Wha t is your plan for continuing your accounting education ?" It is surprising how

I

many are unprepared for this question and think that their education program is complete. Many of these men find their way into accounting positions and eventually the
ranks of N.A.A. It is to these men, as well as to other interested readers, that I address
this communication, because the business school graduate who has not had the opportunity of a full university program is still in an enviable position to gain the advantages
such a program may offer.
Many business schools, because of their concentrated program, will develop a stronger
knowledge of fundamentals in the student tha n might be gained on a ca mpus. This provides a solid foundation on which to build a good experience in your present position.
Apply it in every way possible and take advantage of every opportunity your employer
offers to exploit it. For a while you need to progress no further in your knowledge of
accounting principles than is demanded by your immediate accounting work.
However, if this is the end of your program, then the best you can hope for is an
essentially clerical position. You have developed your knowledge in only a part of
the areas mentioned. To develop further you must increase your ability for original
thinking and for understanding people. To this point your duties and responsibilities
have been pretty well assigned to you. To progress will now requ ire will power. It will
be a period of testing, during which it will be determined whether your aspirations for
success are only wishful thinking or determined fortitude.
Your future training can be pursued on a self teaching plan or with the aid of part time classes at a university extension. A good plan to follow is to acquire the curriculum programs from several good universities. Secure whatever class time
university extension (the exposure to class discussions is more beneficial
reading) and fill in all other requirements with a good reading program.
this a genuine interest in your community's civic arts program, and time

you can at a
than personal
Couple with
will pay you

good dividends.
With this program, you will develop your ability to express yourself so that others
can understand your ideas. You will also develop the patience and understanding required to fit you for a supervisory position a nd the ability to help others secure the sa tisfaction from their endeavors that you enjoy from yours. The benefits that you derive from
this will not a ll be monetary. You will have the satisfaction of accomplishment and understanding, and the knowledge that in some little way you have contributed to the success of your profession.
Another and increasingly important source of encouragement and help as the years go
on is your successful fellow N.A.A. member. Here, also, you may give help. T o be an
active part of the Associa tion's program is exposing yourself to people who are interested
in you and your problems. The program of your chapter is developed with the idea of
supplying your requirements.
* Assistant Controller, Bowmar Instrument Corporation, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
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Inventory and Maintenance Cost Controis by
Use of Punched Cards
by HARRY S. JOHNSON

T

HE DECISION

to make changes in

an accounting system is predicated
on various reasons. Among these are
efficiency of operation, accuracy of

records, effective controls and informa
tive reports. All of these reasons were
instrumental in the installation of a
tabulating system to replace a manual
operation for both spare parts inventory and maintenance cost records for
vehicular equipment. These include
trucks, tractors, graders, etc. The procedures described require the use of

punched cards, an IBM 602A computer and an IBM 402 tabulator.

Inventory Procedure
A hand - posted card inventory was
maintained prior to establishing the
new inventory method. The tabulating
system is designed to provide the controls necessary to keeping an accurate
and useful inventory. The paragraphs
which follow supply particulars of the
system.
All stores cards on hand are set up
in the following manner arid assigned
a stores code as follows:

Storer issue numbers
A. Chevrolet parts
1. Model 1141
a.
b. Card for each part
C.

2. Model Ty4
a.
b. Card for each part
C.

3. Miscellaneous
a.
b. Card for each part
C.

B. Ford parts
1. Model Mainline
etc.
The miscellaneous section which
follows at the end of all Chevrolet

01600 -10799
01600 -01699
01600
01601
01602
01700 -01819
0170
01701
01702
07613 -10799
07613
07614
07615
11875 -16699
11875 -11981
etc.
Models, Ford Models, etc. is only for
items which are common to all models.

HARRY S. JOHNSON, Bangor Chapter, 1958, is Woodlands Accountant for the Northeast Division of Scott Paper Company, Winslow, Maine. He is a gra dua te of the Bentley
College, Boston, Massachusetts. The present a rticle earned a 1960 -61 Certificate of Merit
for the author.
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This general section eliminates stocking items common to each model.
The stores cards that the stockman
keeps at the storehouse will show the
following information:
Item name and part
number
2. Location of item in
stockroom
3. Maximum and minimum
inventory
4. Stores code
5. Mode of issue
1.

This card is used for location purposes only. No posting needs to be
done to the card once it is established.
All the necessary day -to -day information required can be found in the tabulated inventory.
In addition to the above, the mode
of issue should be identified by a code
designating the way in which the
item is issued. For example, an item
might be purchased by the case and
issued by the quart. In this instance
the mode of issue should be quarts
and not the case.
MODE OF ISSUE CODES

01—Each

02 —Pair
03 —Set
0 4 —Inch
05 —Foot

06— Square foot
07—Board feet
08 —Yard
09—Pounds
10—Ounce
11 —Pint
12—Quarts
1 3 — Gallons
14—Drum

15 —Pail
16—Bag

17 —Box
1 8 — Length

19 —Coil
20 —Roll
2 1 — Bundle
22 —Keg
23—Tube
24—Case
25 —Dozen
2 6 — Sheets
27—Ream

An index is published of all items
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that are normally stocked and have
stores numbers assigned to them. The
index shows the item name, stores
number, mode of issue, and subaccount assigned to each part. This index is used to assign new stores numbers when new items are added and
as a ready reference of all items assigned to the inventory. This index
should be revised on an annual basis.
When a purchase requisition is issued from stores, it must show the
stores number, mode of issue and sub account for each item wanted that will
be purchased for the inventory. The
same information must be on the purchase order because this is used as the
input register for the inventory.
An inventory account is set up by
rubaccounts showing the value of all
the items in each subaccount. Every
month the purchases and issues are
added to or subtracted from the sub accounts. Each month the tabulating
department issues a complete list of
all the items in inventory. This has the
following headings:
Description of item
Mode of issue
3. Date of last activity by
day, month, year
4. Stores number
5. Account and subaccount
6. Quantity on hand
7. Total value of No. 6
above
8. Unit price of item
1.
2.

These headings are self - explanatory
but Item 3 should be emphasized. This
section enables personnel to spot an
item that has not moved in quite a
while. The policy of stocking this item
should be reviewed to determine
whether it is an essential but seldom
N.A.A. BULLETIN

required item or should be disposed
of as absolete. This inventory is prepared in two copies —one for the accounting department and one for the
stores department.
The stockman is expected to inventory each item once during the calendar year. The quantities of the items
that are inventoried monthly are reconciled by the accounting department, with the book figures. In this
connection "control" of the inventory
is of vital importance. The number of
persons authorized to enter the various
locations where stores items are
stocked must be kept to a minimum.
The stores inventory adjustment account will reflect the effectiveness of
this control. To avoid serious adjustments and to keep invested dollars to
a minimum, the inventory should be
kept as low as possible.
Before a decision is made to keep
a store of an item, the following questions should be answered:
1.

Is the item used frequently, at least three
times a year?

2.

Is there sufficient storage
space?

3. Can delivery of the item
be made in a reasonable
length of time, to avoid
stocking, without holding up the work?
4.

Can reasonable justification be made showing
why this item should be
stocked?

Another procedure which helps the
stockman is the ordering of parts specifically for a job. In this case, as each
job is completed, all unused parts
should be returned to the vendor, proOCTOBER. 1961

viding they do not meet the requirements for stocking. This will keep the
inventory from being built up with
miscellaneous items. It will also cut
down the stores inventory by avoiding
accumulation of items that will soon
become obsolete through changes in
makes and models. The stockman
should strive to keep his inventory to
a minimum but still include all the
essential items.
Job Cost Procedure

The procedure which governs the
job cost system to determine the cost
of repairing and maintaining each
piece of equipment is described in this
section of the article. Its basis in tabulating procedures is similar to the inventory routine already set forth.
job numbers are assigned to each
piece of equipment or job the mechanics work on. For example:
20001--

Garage tools
Garage buildings
20100- 20299—Each truck
20300- 20399—Each automobile
20400 - 20499—Each tractor
20002 —

The whole 20,000 series of job
numbers is available, so adequate
blank numbers are left in between the
various types of equipment to allow
room for new purchases. New numbers are added as needed. Any time a
job number is added, the accounting
department is advised of the number
and name assigned so that all job
listings may be kept up -to -date.
A category code is used on all job
numbers assigned. The purpose of the
category listing is to disclose the kinds
of work being done on the job.
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CATEGORY LISTINGS
01—

Engine (gas & Diesel)
Electrical
03- 1#ront end
04— Clutch
05— Transmission
06 —Rear end
0 7 — Brakes
08 —Tubes
09— Body —cab work
10— Attachments
1 1 — Tractor frame &
attachments
12 Tractor final drive
13— Lubrication
14— Traveling
90— Miscellaneous
94— Overhead
96— Insurance
9 7 — License fees
98— Depreciation

02—

The following hourly employees are
charged to the maintenance department:
1. Clerk
2.

Stockman

3. Mechanics
4. Any other hourly employees working directly
for the maintenance department.
All employees under Items 3 and 4
above make out a weekly time report
filled in daily. Each day's work is
identified by indicating the job number and category code. This report
must agree with the number of hours
charged on the man's time card to
maintenance. These reports are checked
each week by the clerk and the maintenance superintendent to ensure ac84

curacy of hours, job numbers and
category codes charged.
The charge -out rate per hour is
computed by dividing total annual
labor and salary dollars budgeted for
the maintenance department by the
annual budgeted hours of the mechanics and helpers. In computing the
charge -out rate in this way, each job
number worked on automatically receives a share of overhead labor dollars.
When a mechanic requires a spare
part, he receives the part from the
stockman, regardless of where the part
is located. The mechanic informs the
stockman of the job number and the
category code the part will be used
on. The latter then completes a stores
issue card. The following items are
filled in on the card: department
charge or operation name, subaccount,
job number and category code, date,
description of material, section required for, stores code and quantity
issued. These cards are forwarded to
the accounting department on Friday,
one week preceding the monthly closing. This is to enable the tabulating
department to produce the monthly
inventory of the spare parts.
A job number is assigned to each
spare part worked on by the maintenance department and when the spare
part is repaired it is put into the inventory. This series of job numbers is
assigned by the maintenance department which uses the 29,000 series.
At the close of each month, a list of
the jobs that were completed in that
month is forwarded to the accounting
department. This list shows the job
number and the stores number to
which the job is to be closed. When
the job cost comes out each month,
N.A.A. BULLETIN

the accounting department closes each
to inventory.
Two tabulated job costs runs are
published each month by the tabulating department. The first run is for
the current activity and the second is
on a year -to -date basis.
Monthly costs schedule is broken
into the jobs done in each department.
Within each department, the control
is on the job number which is also
subdivided into each category worked
on. This schedule is for direct maintenance costs only.
Year -to- date -costs schedule gives the
same information as the above only on
a year -to -date basis. In addition, this
schedule includes the overhead costs,
insurance, license fees, and depreciation applicable to each job number on
the same basis. These additional costs
are furnished the tabulating department by the accounting department
after the close of each period. The total
cost of the overhead expense is taken
from the monthly cost ledger and is
applied to the various jobs on a direct.
labor hour basis.
At the close of each quarter, the
tabulating department issues a job cost
which is controlled by the category.
This run lists each job worked on,
with subtotals by category.
The year -to -date job cost run serves
as a guide each month to the maintenance superintendent to determine
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how the costs are running against his
budget. The superintendent should be
able to determine which of the following possible situations apply:
The equipment is too
old and costing too
much to maintain.
2. There was a recent overhaul done; the equipment has not worked
sufficient days since the
overhaul to overcome the
expense.
3. There has been excessive
maintenance due to abuse.
1.

The tabulated runs mentioned above
are published in five copies, with the
distribution as follows:
Accounting department
Plant manager
3. Superintendent of operations
4. Superintendent of maintenance
5. Local distribution
1.
2.

The installation of this system has
resulted in cost savings as a result of
effective inventory control and increased clerical efficiency. Also, the
variety of reports, easily produced by
punched cards, has provided management with an effective tool to measure
the efficiency and maintenance costs
of equipment.
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Reminders on Cost -Type Government Contracts
by ARTHUR A. RAUT10*
The cost type of government contract is not as prevalent as in the past. However, I
feel that even its limited usage warrants current discussion of its handling from the industrial accountant's viewpoint. The basic procedures to be followed are reasonably well
known to most industrial accountants. Nevertheless, a few specific suggestions are outlined here which the writer feels will a void problems when the government auditors ca ll,
upon completion of the contract.
The suggestions are as follows:
1. A careful review of the contract itself should be completed by the accountant. He should make note of all pertinent financial data.
2. The accountant can avoid many headaches if he obta ins and carefully studies
published data relative to the Government's approved cost .determination
principles, especially revised Section XV of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation.
3. All invoices should be submitted on the a pproved forms, together with complete supporting documentation.
4. Arrange for proper documentation of all direct charges to the contract. On
outside purchases, documentation would consist of the original invoice, receiving report, purchase order copy, and cancelled check. Each document
should be referenced with the government contract number.
5. Review the accounting system to determine that both the prime cost and overhead tabulation procedures will enable speedy and justifiable determination at
any time.
6. The contracts should be reviewed by supervisory production and purchasing
personnel to ensure coopera tion a nd smooth flow of required paper -work.
7. Cooperate from the start with the government officer in charge of cost verification. His representative will audit your records and it would be prudent
to seek his advice and counsel.
R. Upon completion of the contract, review the entire accounting setup to determine whether the documentation is complete and that predetermined procedures were followed in overhead allocations, etc.
Adherence to the above will resu lt in an a micable relationship with contracting officers
and will minimize wasted time and effort upon audit by the Government.

* Partner, Knust, Everett & Cambria, Hartford, Connecticut.
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Control of Regular Maintenance Work —
A Procedure
by WALTER J. VALLENCOUR
business a deI finite andsuccessful
well- organized mainteN EVERY

nance program must be followed in
order to properly control costs. Why
maintenance? Because a large portion
of any industrial operations budget is
allotted to maintenance. To stay within
the departmental budget is a large step
towards success.
Records must be maintained within
the department to help the foreman
plan his work and control his costs.
The stationing of accounting department personnel within the department
to aid in this work and the inauguration of the unit cost report and the
work order system has proven effective. There are three basic types of repair orders and a separate series of
numbers is used for each. These repair orders are: (1 ) the annual repair
job order, ( 2 ) the design engineering
department order and (3) regular
work orders — issued by all operating
departments and maintenance supervision. Following is the regular work
order procedure.
Operating departments. All requests
for work to be performed by the maintenance shops are transmitted to the
shop foreman either by telephone or
in person. In either case, a work
order request form (Exhibit 1) is filled

out in triplicate, the original and one
copy forwarded to the maintenance
shop. Each request is filled out completely with particular emphasis on
unit and /or machine number, location
of item, and the urgency of the repairs needed.
Maintenance departments. The shop
foreman is responsible for all items
delivered to the shop for repairs. No
item is accepted by him unless it is
properly tagged or marked as to the
equipment unit or machine and accompanied by a work order request.
All work order requests are reviewed
and signed by the shop foreman. The
original copy is then posted on the
bulletin board in the shop and the
duplicate forwarded to the work order
clerk. Labor and material issue tickets include the item or unit worked on,
the department to be charged and the
work order number. When repairs
have been completed, the shop foreman notifies the clerk and the department requesting the work, and obtains
instructions as to where delivery of
the repaired item should be made. The
work order clerk accumulates all labor
and material and distributes copies of
completed work orders (Exhibit 2) to
the main office, issuing department
and maintenance shop, and keeps one
copy on file.

WALTER J. VALLENCOUR, Northern New York Chapter, 1960, is Mine Maintenance
Accountant, Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, New York Ore Division, Star Lake,
N. Y.
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YORK ORDER REQUFST
JONES Z LAUGHLIN STEEL CORP.

No

5152

NEW YORK ORE DIVISION
Dote

TP . TJ JI

Shop orDepartmentDrown On:
GARAGE

CARPENTER SHOP

MACHINE SHOP

Q
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p
MTCE.

ELECTRICAL SHOP

(Spedfy)

Receivin?
Foreman 3
Inittah
Wwk

BK.

EquipmentNumber or Item:

Dote
Date
Comphtw

Locatton:

Account Code:
Comment:onUmeacy,Etc.

Work orRepoin Needed:

.

-

W H ITE
PIT
ALNO N
S. PLANT
GOLD
CONC.
IN K
AL L OTHER

Signed
burin; FanlMe

EXHI BI T 1

The installation of this work order
system has allowed the supervisor of
maintenance to:
1. Better utilize the indirect
labor force under his supervision.
2. More effectively measure
the backlog of work.
3. Compare costs of various
jobs.
4. Determine if it is advisable to make or purchase
repair parts.
5. Provide information as
to when equipment re88

placement would cost
less than continued maintenance and repair.
6. Serves as background
for maintenance expense
budgeting.
Definite progress has been made
with this system and another tool, the
unit cost report. But we feel that a
report issued the following month, no
matter how early in the month, is too
late. A preliminary report issued in
the middle of the current month,
pointing out areas of difficulty would
be more effective and allow these
areas to be tightened up.
N.A.A. BULLETIN
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E
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M
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TOTA L
A S S IGNE D M A INTE NA NCE

EXHI BIT 2

As work orders are applied against
all labor and stores, a total is available
at any given time. A memorandum to
the maintenance foreman showing the
outstanding charges would serve this
need.
With this system, we have made
great strides in our effort to control
maintenance costs. While there are
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many factors that contribute to our
ultimate objective, such as proper
training of maintenance personnel
and, above all, capable maintenance
supervision, we feel that the teamwork
and the "good records" of the accountants has strengthened our position as a profit- making organization.
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Techniques of Business Forecasting
by JOHN H. REEDY*
reaching almost
Ievery business decision,
the execuN THE PROCESS OF

tive is forced to pay some attention to
the future. Although he cannot be
prescient, he has learned that intelligent study of the past and the present
permits a rough outline of the future
that significantly reduces error in business planning. In an economy like
that of the United States today, the
materials for such study are so complex and voluminous that the task is
relegated to specialists. These specialists are, by definition, economists.
Economic forecasters want their field
of work to qualify as a science, but
economic prognostication is still an art
and each forecast is shaped by the
judgments of the individual who makes
it. Facing a given set of facts, ordinarily no two economists arrive at the
same prognosis. But despite their inability to call the shots correctly every
time, professional forecasters manage
to do a far better job than amateur
prognosticators and their findings are
in increasing demand by decision
makers.
Just what is the economist expected
to forecast in today's business? The
most pressing question facing businessmen and economists as they consider
tomorrow is how busy the economy
will be, what will be the total of sales
and of production, what will be the
levels of employment and unemployment? Secondly, the economist may
be asked to project one or more of the
segments of the economy.
The work of the economist as a

foreteller of national aggregates breaks
into two parts: endeavors to look
"down the pike" a substantial span of
years — long -term forecasting —and attempts to look a year or two, at the
most, beyond where we are— shortterm forecasting. While the long -term
forecaster is frequently permitted to
present a selection of economic forecasts, each based upon a different
set of assumptions, the short -term
forecaster has a more exacting and, in
many respects, a more difficult job. The
economist who evaluates the short term outlook is expected to lay out a
precise prognosis, and this frequently
means that he must choose the set of
assumptions even though as an economist he may not be particularly qualified to decide which assumptions are
most reasonable. In other words, the
analyst of short -run business conditions
must forecast non - economic as well as
economic events.
What, then, are the techniques by
which the analyst goes about his task
of divining the near- future?
Unsophisticcfed Techniques
There are several techniques which
invite the label "unsophisticated." One
amounts merely to expecting that the
present level of economic activity will
continue. No self- respecting economist
could admit to using this technique. A
second approach, only slightly less
naive, but nevertheless resorted to by
some economists on occasion, amounts
to a simplified extension of the present

* Associate Economist, First National City Bank, New York, N. Y.
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pattern of change. For example, if the
rate of gross national product (the
sum of all commodities and services
produced during a given period of
time) was $510 billion in the quarter
Just ended and $500 billion in the preceding three months, the rate during
the coming quarter is reasoned to be
$520 billion. Variants of this technique
pay attention to the rate at which the
gross national product (commonly abbreviated GNP) has been changing or
even to the rate of change in the rate
of change.
Another device, which might be
dignified by including it here as a forecasting technique, calls for gathering
the forecasts of others and taking some
kind of average of them as one's own.
The non - economist who needs a forecast often resorts to this method —and
for him it can be a useful expedient;
his "average" might, however, be an
unacceptable position to each of the
economists he has canvassed.
Historical Analogies
A number of forecasting techniques,
some of them extremely complicated,
rely upon the principle that patterns
established in the past will be extended
into the future. Prior to the depression of the 1930's the term "business
cycle" was used far more commonly
than it is now. Economists had discovered the tendency for the economy
to experience rhythmic oscillations in
the level of activity. Their researches
indicated that a number of cycles with
waves of various lengths are continuously in operation in the economy.
Forecasting by these methods calls for
identifying the nation's present location on one or more cyclical curves and
reading future developments from the
OCTOBER , 1961

chart. This type of approach to prediction has fallen into disuse as economists have recognized that even if
there are cycles, no two of them are
alike. Secondly, far too much of the
variability of business activity just cannot be accounted for by treating the
economy as if it were latched onto a
pendulum.
A second general type of historical
analogy —one employed by many of
the most successful assayers of the
economic future —makes use of what
may be called the barometric technique.
This technique involves the reading of
certain economic indicators which, like
a barometer, rise or fall in advance of
the weather that is to come. Examples
of leading indicators are measures of
the length of the work week, construction contract awards, new orders
booked by manufacturers of durable
goods, and stock market prices. Leading indicators suffer from three serious
drawbacks. One is that, although they
may be useful in predicting turning
points, they provide little or no indication how far the economy will proceed
in any direction. A second drawback
hinges upon the fact that the economy
does not move smoothly from one major turning point to the next. As a
result, the seasonally adjusted curve
traced by any one of the sensitive leading indicators —or by any group of
them combined in a "diffusion index"
—may dance all over the chart in consequence of erratic or random movements in the economy. The economist
has no satisfactory way of distinguishing the false alarms from true ones.
The most fundamental objection to the
barometric approach is that, like other
historical analogies, it assumes a structural rigidity in the economy which
brings about the repetition of past pat91

terns. Most forecasters are unwilling
to make this assumption without substantial qualification. They are quite
ready to keep a weather eye open on
the leading indicators, but they also
utilize other approaches.
Economic Model Building
Some economists —who have come
to be called econometricians because
of the way in which they combine
economics, statistics and mathematics
—reach their forecasts by highly
sophisticated, elegant model building
with elaborate systems of simultaneous
equations. These econometric techniques are still experimental and need
not be detailed here. While some practicing forecasters have worked with
econometric models, few analysts concerned primarily with accurate results
have been willing to lay aside their
other tools in favor of formal models.
Most forecasters do not limit themselves to one, or even two or three, of
the approaches that have been mentioned. Rather they are eclectics who
judiciously (and each man in his own
way) combine all feasible approaches.
In other words, they garner every bit
of information they have time to consider and then cast them into an appropriate analytical framework. Nowadays this framework is typically the
same one that is used by the economettric model builders —the national economic accounts.
These national or social accounts,
which were developed during the
1930's and 1940's are conceptually
consolidations and combinations of the
accounts of individuals, firms, governments, etc., and permit the computation
of aggregates like gross national product. For purposes of forecasting, GNP
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is divided into a number of sectors.
As an illustration, GNP may be regarded as equal to the total demand
upon the national economy for merchandise and services (1 ) by consumers, ( 2 ) by business for investment
in plant, equipment and inventory, (3)
by government and (4) by the rest of
the world. Each of these demand categories may be broken into as many subcategories as the analyst wishes to evaluate. The vast majority of the business statistics that are collected by public and private agencies can be fitted
into the framework of the national accounts. It is the operational relationship among these components that the
forecaster uses.
To give some examples of the way
the eclectic forecaster goes about his
job: He examines business plans for
investment in plant and equipment,
noting the economic expectations that
have prompted the plans, the financial
resources needed for their fulfillment,
and the availability of the required labor and materials. Similar scrutiny is
given to the spending plans of government and to the likely means of financing. The foreign demand for United
States goods and services is surveyed
with recognition that the demand is
partly dependent upon the country's
purchases from abroad. Consumer
spending intentions are assayed in
terms of prospective disposable personal income, likely price configurations, and the apparent availability via
inventories or production of the particular goods— houses, autos, shoes, vacations, etc. —that consumers may wish
to buy.
There are almost countless relationships that can be discerned and analyzed. Since each component of GNP
is to some degree determined by other
N.A.A. BULLETIN

components there is no logical beginning place for analysis; the eclectic
model builder works toward his forecast by a series of approximations. He
must check and recheck his tentative
forecast for consistency, recognizing
that a dollar or a man -hour used one
way cannot be used another.
Feedback
In most fields of inquiry the scientific observer can remain detached
from the data he is studying. The social scientist —and the business forecaster deserves this appellation —is
handicapped in comparison with other
scientists because his subjects respond
to his attention and behave differently
because he is watching them. Even
more to the point, since businessmen
and government officials want forecasts which will help them make more
intelligent decisions, the economy's
future behavior is modified as a consequence of the forecaster's statement.
He needs, then, to anticipate this
"feedback effect" and to provide for
it in his forecast; he says, in substance:
"If all those who pay attention to my
prediction respond to it as I expect, I
believe the economy will do thus and
so."
The most awkward aspect of forecasting concerns the psychological
component of business fluctuations.
The unfortunate truth is that, if the
business community and the general

public expect business conditions to
worsen, the steps they tend to take to
protect themselves operate to aggravate any downswing in activity. If a
rise is generally anticipated, and underlying conditions in the economy
are sound, that rise is likely to materialize. And if the public fears inflation, its characteristic response is likely
to accentuate rather than relieve the
upward pressure on prices. The forecaster, particularly the analyst who
knows that he is widely read or listened to, is thus caught in a dilemma;
his responsibility is to report the future as he sees it, but his report is
bound to help shape public sentiment
and this may contribute to developments that are inimical to the health
of the economy. All he can do is scrupulously to avoid inflammatory language and then hope that one of the
by- products of increasingly scientific
forecasting will be the knowledge that
helps society overcome its propensity
to be either moving downward to unsatisfactory employment levels or upward with the threat of inflation and
the distortions that it carries.
Once the nation has learned how to
keep fluctuations in the total economy
within tolerable limits, the economic
forecaster will be able to concentrate
on long -term trends and on the probable short -term alterations in the composition— rather than the sum—of the
gross national product.
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Repid rhese Galin
Books
Cases in Accounting Policy
Ne i l E. Harlan and Ri chard
Prent ice -Hall, I nc., Eng lewood
Jersey, 1961, 433 PP., $8. 65.

F.

Va nc i l,
Cliffs, N e w

The five policy areas principally recognized and variously embodied in these
cases are those of revenue recognition, inventory valuation, other asset valuation and
amortization, deferral of expenses, and expression of liabilities and establishment of
reserves. "Multi - policy formulation" is
dealt with in a closing group of cases.
Price Level Adjustments of
Financial Statements
Eld on S. Hendri ksen, Bureau of

Economi c
a n d Busi ness Research, Wa sh i ng t o n State
Un i versi t y, Pu llma n , Wa s hi n g t o n , 1961, 133
pp .. $4.

Not a book of problems but, as its title
asserts, a book in problem solving (ihe
level is "intermediate" and "advanced "),
the chapters of this text are topically arranged in conventional balance sheet order,
followed by chapters on "special statement
problems," partnerships, "other general
problems" and "consolidated statement
problems."
Statistical Cost Analysis
J. Johnson, McGra w -Hi ll Bo o k
I nc., 330 We s t 4 2 n d S t ., N e w
N . Y . , 1960, 197 p p ., $ 6 . 5 0 .

Co mp a n y,
Yo r k 36,

After considering "theoretical hypotheses
about the relationships between costs and
output," the author ou tlines statistical esti-

Subtitled "an evaluation and case study of

mation procedure and describes "empiri-

two public utility firms," this text is perhaps also more general than the words
would imply. It may be noted with interest that the authors recognize counterbalancing effects of technological improvements in plant which, hcwever, are by no
means "large enough to offset completely
the effect of price level changes" for the
two firms studied.

cal results" as applied to specific industries,
e.g., electricity generation, road passenger
transport and coal mining. He notes in his
preface that cost analysis of the sort dealt
with involves "mathematics, statistics, econometric theory, a rare knowledge of statistical sources and data - handling techniques and a feel for the
realities of
the situation."

Profit Planning for Management
Ro nello B. Lewi s, Prent ice -Hall, I nc., Engle wo cd Cliffs, N e u , Jersey, 1960, 180 pp.,
$ 1 9 .50.

Management Control Systems
Ma lc olm ,
Ro we a n d Mc Co n n ell, Ed it ors,
John Wi le y & So n s, I n c., 440 Park Ave n u e
Sout h, N e w Yo r k 16, N . Y . , 19 60 , 375 pp .,
$7.25.

With many fold -in charts, this text is thoroughly illustrated in its twelve - chapter
presentation of corporate planning. As
bonus text, a thirteenth chapter "is an
attempt to transplant the principles of
profit planning from the business scene
into the orbit of the individual."

Contributions of some twenty management
men to a symposiu m in 1959 on the book's

How to Solve Accounting Problems

Current Computer Applications" and "Re-

H a m m o n d and Smi t h, Prent ice -Hall, I nc.,
En gle wood Cliffs, N e w Jersey, Paper Bo un d,
1961, 241 pp., $2. 95.

search and Development in Management
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topic, are ga thered together here. Included
are papers on "Organization of the Data
Processing Function," "An AppraiFal of

Controls."
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R et ent i on and Pr es er va f i on of

Manual of Business Forms
Wa lla c r B. Sadauskas ( T h e Office, August
15, 1961), Office Publications, Inc ., 232
Ma d iso n Av e. , N e w Yo r k 16, N . Y . , Paper
Bound, 1961, 233 pp.

Compr e he n si ve in its cove rage — there are
twe nt y sections in all —this si ngle - authored
issue of The Office treats forms by types
of

e qui p me nt ,

e.g.,

tag,

pe gbo ard,

and mac hi ne accou nt i ng forms.
tion of

t he topi cs of

stock

Presenta-

forms man age me nt

Records, W i t h D es t r u c t i on
Schedules
Record Controls, Inc., 209 South La Salle
St ., Chi cago 4, I lli n o i s, Paper Bo u n d , 19 61 ,
6th Edi t ion, 45 pp., $5.

Fo l l ow i n g a de scri pt i on o f h o w t o orga ni z e
a re cords re t ent ion

pr ogr am , at t e nt i on is

gi ve n here, first, to "F e d e ra l l aws an d regul at i ons

affe ct i ng

re cord

the n to si mi l ar st at e l aws.

re t e n t i o n"

an d

Cl os i ng page s

are gi ve n ove r to li sti ng co mm on busi ne ss

and aut om at i c dat a proce ssi ng are conclud-

pap e rs an d

i ng se ct ions.

respondents to a survey.

re t ent ion pe ri ods re port e d by
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